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Holland City News.
*

VOL.
$hc

VI.— NO.

HOLLAND,

21.

MICH., SATURDAY, JULY

T^EIDSEMA

It

galliuttl

J. M., A SON, General Dealers in
Furniture ACoflius; Eighth street. See ad

Produce, Etc.
Apples, bushel ...... ........... $ 2ft
L^LIETSTRA,A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Beans, W bushel ...................2 0u
..............
(ip
ready market for country produce; a choice Butter, V
20LLi»3 CII7,
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. Clover seed, ft lb ..................(ft
Eggs, V dozen ....................
(&
OFFICE: VAN LAN DEGKN ITS BLOCK.
(&
rPE VAARWERK.G. J.» Family Supply Store; Honey, ^ lb .......................
a choice stock of groceriesalways on hand. Hay, V ton ........................ 8 00 (ii
0. J. DOESBUBG, Editor and Publisher. Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
Onions, bushel ................ fa
Potatoes,bushel ...............©
rE2M3 OF SUBSCSIPTIO^L—12.00 per yaar 1b tdruei.
Timothy Seed, W bushel ........... (a,
General Dealeri.
Wool, V lb ......................
Job phintino promptly and neatly done.
Wood, Staves, Etc,
INUUHSBMA J. <% CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,

HIM,

I

30

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
Tor lirst insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

months.
I 3 ». I

Square ...............

1

50
'i
.................. ft 0"
................ 8 00
U Column ............ ...... u 0
.............. 17 00
................. 2ft (X)

•’
“
“
“

3

34

1

ft

si. I

1 Y.

ft (K)
8 (XI
8 (X) 10 00
10 00 17 "(I
17 0(1 2ft 00
2ft 00 40 00
40 00 flft(HI

3

“
“

“

rPR

A

rAN DER VEEN,

E.. Dealer In General Hardware; cor, Eighth and River street.
Lireryand Bale Stablei.

I)OON b & ALBERTI.

“

©
&

18

(HI

2t on
1

3ft

1 10
1 50
ft 13
4 (X)

®

lb

...................

5

tf?, fl

fAUKEMA & BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith Pork, ** •» ...................... (ft
10 5/
is Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- I-a’d ................................
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River. Smoked Meat ......................... 0/11
*• Hum. ...........................8

Arrive at
Holland.

Train*.

Grand Rapids.

14
14
1

•

* 10.15 a.

«4

12.00

4 4

“

J 9.J5 p.

Is

m.

3.20 p.

m.

discharge

down

in

* 2.30 p. in.

44

Buffalo

glided down with the speed of

to Uncle Sam, and his dischargefollowed

OSMAN, J. W..
I) in ready made

¥)

Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
clothing and Gents’ Furnish

which smacks, at

a railroad

train. The passengers wore very nervous,

Owing

ible, but

,

^jiccial ilotierji.

tells a
first

grasshopperstory

narrowness of the channel and the

impetuousuessof the current, it seemed at

blush, of the incred-

which must nevertheless he

times ns though the steamer would certain-

true,
ly be

man who had served his country
the
well, and been honorably discharged,

since a

wrecked

could loudly have acquired the habit of

attempting to gut around

in

sharp turns in the river, but, through

the dexterity

and

skill of the pilot, acci-

cident was prevented.

army. AcThe crew and passengersdrew a long
account, the country south sigh of relief as the steamer struck out inof the Yellowstone river is literally black to the Missouri, though the rest of the
with young ’hoppers. Off on the eastern journey to Bismarck was by no means free
lying so soon after quilting the

cording to

his

slope of the Big
they

fl

.....................

Merchant Tailors

Horn mountains

is

where

from perils. Timt terrible river was,

swarm the thickest. A detachment

if

possible on a bigger bender than its chief

of cavalry belonging to Gen. Miles’ com-

tributary, the Yellowstone. The flood
recently traveled for three days seemed composed of equal parts of sand
through the serried ranks of the infesting and water. No living thing that moves

mand

army of insects. The whole surface of on land could have survived in that see'.hthe country looked like one huge grass- ing current a period of ten seconds. Im-

ing Goods.

hopper, so innumerable were the

Y70RST, W„

They covered all the rocks; every tiee, tlie high rocks; clustersof green trees, unfrom the roots to the topmost branches, dermined and uprooted by the encroach-

Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchased elsewhere, will be cut to onler. Repairing
promptly attendedto. River street.

V

5.25 a. m.
3.25 p. in.

straightstretchesof river Uie little steamer

health that

pests.

mense land slides were tumbling oft’ from

II

Muskegon, Pcntwater
A Big Rapids. 1115 a.m.
l*
t 9.30 p. m.

New

a re.

[ 1.15 a.m.
f5 15 “ “

*’

(ft

Shoulders

Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing Tallow, per lb ..........................(ft u
Turk'-ys.» .......................... io 5/,U
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ (ftio

Holland.

m.

“

IT'LIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;

F

1877.

above the water. In these deep

possessed a peculiar fascination for him;

Mr. Templeton
Wi
80
37
1 00
1

Meats, Etc.
Beef, dressed per

Sunday, Jane 24,

his

to the

(1

Effect,

feet

g Tges the

laid by Reno’s command.

drain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected bythe “ IHugger Mill*.)
Wheat, white $ bushel
(2, 5
Corn, shelled W bushel

Wasfonaakenand Blackenitha.

Taken

few days

M

...

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

heights of fifty, five hundred, and a thou-

sand

his services were no longer of any account

Y

Oats, ^ bushel ........
Buckwheat, bushel ..
Livery and Sale Suable. Bran, P ton ............
1> Office and burn on Market street. Everything Feed. ^ ton ............
first-class.
100 lb .....................
An S before the Subscriber's name will denote
Bariev. ^ 100 lb ...................
the expiration of the Subscription.Two I X sigYJTBBELINK.
J. H.. Livery and Sale Stf
Stable;
Middling,p 100 !b ..............
nify that no paper will bo continuedafter date.
i-l Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, !ttb Flour. $ 100 lb ..................
\ll advertising bills collectable quarterly
street, near Market.
Pearl Burley, <p 100 lb ..............3 00

Rail goads.

pendicular walls of sandstone rising to

mighty flood was compressed
a volume only two pr three hunpapers in his pocket. Templeton says he
dred feet in width, and the velocity was
was reluctant to give up soldiering, which
appalling.In these long, narrow,
but he was so broken

“

annum.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published withoutcharge.

per-

momen-

VAN

Bminess Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per

by

in

beach, dry ................. 2 50 as a matter of course. Ho was iu the field and most of the time were huddled toROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
green ................2 28
gether on the hurricane-deckIn
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and’ convey- Hemlock Bark ..................... @5 2ft all through the campaign of last year, but
ancer; office and store, cor. fith and Market street. Staves, pork, white oak, ............. ({,10 00
tary expectation of going to smash. The
participated in no fighting of any account
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
descent
of the river was so sharp in places
PUTTKN G„ General Dealers, in Dry Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2
though ho was at the scene of the Custer
Goods. Groceries, Crockery.Huts and Cups, Heading holts, hardwood ..................
2 7ft
and was made so apparent by the proxim •
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ................ 2 ift massacre after its occurrence,and saw the
ity of high rocks, that the boat appeared
Stave bolts, hardwood .................... 3 00
fresh trenches in which the victims were
Railroad ties, ...............................
12
Hardware.
to be gliding down a hill of water.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
chanues.
lines.

i'oo
70

“

hemmed

into

1ft

Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$ 3 00
greou ...................
2 75

281.

twenty, and thirty miles the channel is os

Indians for several

ago from Tongue river, with

I

Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Hals, Cups,
Clothingand Feed; River street.

after

years past, arrived in Chicago a

’ii

lb

U

tramping around

NO.

straight as an arrow,

bilitated,worn out soldier, who has been

Oroceriei.

PUBLISHED EVEHY 8ATUKDAY AT

•

WHOLE

Arthur Templeton, an emaciated, de-

A weeklyInewspapeb,

•

1877.

An Old Vet«r&n’iStory.

(9ur patktiJ.

vertlsement.

7,

No Old Cake on Our

Plate.

Whereas we keep no Brtkery we nre tin
uhle to supply our customers with stale

Heat Markets.

&

was black wiih them, clinging and hang- ing flood, were being carried down end
ing together in solid Masses; livulets were

over end; and it required skillful piloting
Market, near corner cuke, which oilier parties in this city offer choked and dammed by the writhing,
to steer the boat clear of nil the obsttucii
I) Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau- to “throw in with a dish of Ice Cream,”
struggling, half-drowned millions,while
sages
constantly
on
hand.
tions Hint were being thrown up and tossed
it
but we do claim that we can supply them
the air as high up as the eye could dis- over and whirled along by the mighty curu
[T-UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and with the BEST Ice Cream, as the public
LV vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
do every day proclaim by their patronage. cern was swarming with them. Once in a rent. Wherever a saving of lime seemed
* Mixed trains.
As to the pleasantness and eleganceof our while a brisk gust of wind would set them
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
practicable, the boat did not follow the
VTAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, Ice Cream Parlors,we will let the public
7 Daily except Saturday.
in motion, and, rising from the ground regular channel, hut took the short cut,
and Smoked Meats and V’egetables;paper
I Mondays only.
judge about them, as we do not desire to
and twine; 8th street.
All other triius dally exeunt Sundays.;
make ourselves riduculous by praising our en masse, they would dash into the faces sailing along with impunity over places
!A11 trains on this road, will be run bv "Chicago
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
establishment
TOO much— but this much of horses and riders,completely blinding where, teu days or two week before, a
Manufactories,Killi, 8ho;i, Etc.
^tlme.
wo guarantee,that those that call on us, them tor the time being. These sudden
mau could have walked without so much
TNEMING, W. H.. Manufacturerof Plows, By will call again.
LJ improved machinery Ij enabled to sell the
uprisings Irighlened the animals, and freMich. Lake Snore Rail Road.
ns wetting his feet. The boat arrived at
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
L.T. RANTERS.
quently set them dashing and cavorting Bismarck without accident of any sort.
lower pr.ces than any surrounding town. Plow
P. S.— Remember this notice, for we do
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1870.
points ground to order. Kith street west of River st.
about in the wildest manner. Once the
Mr. Templeton says that plenty of game
not intend to spend too much money in
grasshoppers arose iu such blinding and was observedon the downward trip. Dur3cinj North.
LTEALD, K. K., Manufacturer of andDealerin printers’ink.
Doing South.
No. 4
No. 2
LI Agricultural Implements; commission agent
STATIONS.
No. 3
No. 1
oppressive swarms that the horses plunged ing the descent of the Yellowstone moun|>. m.
p. m.
for Mowinx Machines- cor. 10th & River street.
p. m. a. in.
Comk and see our newly fitted up ice8 no 12 15
Mnnkesom
1 45
kicked, laid down, and rolled over, and tain sheep were frequently seen trotting
7 50
7 25 11 41
Ferry* burn
DAUELS, VAN PUTTKN A CO., Proprietors cream parlor, and see if it don’t heat any2 18 8 40
several
riders were unseated from their along the rocky defiles far above the
7 15 11
of Ptagyer ItttU; (Steam Saw and Flour thing in the city as well as the ice cream
Grand Haven
2 ii
8 50

u
ii

J

Chicago.

12.15 p. m.
*12 20 p. in.
t 9.45 “ “

1.05 a. in.
f 5.10 “ “
3.15 p. m.
* 2.05

II

™

IJUTKAU

New Meat

W.,

V

-

I

(i

.'Hi

55
ft 07
3 ftft
ft

07
10 40
10 18
9 30

Fijreon

11

2
3
3
4

Holland
Fillmore
Allei/au

58
35
55

» 40
11 1ft
11 45

45

1 'ift

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

ITERBEEK,

and cuke.

W..&

CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

Y

H.

saddles and went groping about in the an-

G.J. A.

PESSINK.

Dead Animals.

river, and at one point a huge bear was
imated darkness,but fortunatelyescaped descried climlng up from the water's sdge
contact with the Hying hoofs of the scared where he had been quenching his thirst.

and bewildered Dobbins. At night the
for a long time
soldiers slept on soft, crawling, downywhat will you do with dead animals. The
I)OST, HKNK\ D., Real Estate and Insurance
like beds of grasshoppers,with a thick,
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- undersignedwhose nlucc ofbusi ness is near
Attorseyi.
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in read- warm coveringof the same, in place of
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
blankets.
I YOWAIID, M. 1)., Claim Agent, Attorney and
II^ALSH, H., Notary Public. Conveyancer, own expense, by simply notifying him the vermin-infested
I I Notary Public;Uiver street.
and Insurance Agent. Office,Ctfw Z>r«o
Strange
to
say,
these
grasshoppers
had not
thereof.
Store, bth street.
O HEKBUHNE, S. VVr . Bleudon, Mich., Attorney
devoured
everything
iu
the
shape
of
vegeBknhaud Wick.
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
Phniciani
Holland,
Aug.
28,
29-ly
tation,
but
had
spared
much
of
the
grsss
given 1 foreclosure of Mortgagee and collections.
OiilceIn the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
A NNI8. T. E., Phvslclan;residence, opposite
and foliage.They seemed to be fasting,
Bulks & Bros.
S. . cor. Public Square.
nre prepared to furnish parties or
or waiting for the crops to mature in the
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting I JEST. R. B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians. any one person ice-cream at wholesale
-L Agent. Ortlco in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor, Is ^ Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr. prjees, as low as any other dealer, and we states east of the Missouri. They were
Itivcr street.
McK. Best will go to East SaugatucK every other will guarantee a belter ice-cream.
heading for the Missouri river, though
day for the next year, to keep himself in raadiuess
G. J. A. PE8S1NK.
their progress was slow, uud they seemed
Bakariti.
for professional calls.
Mary

gustitess gjiwetanf.

The question has been

Publics*

L

army

M

O

1870.

1

Below the mouth of

-

IJESSINK.U.

J. A. Proprletror ofCItv Bakery; F ED h. BoE R. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments lu IJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite
this line served on call: Eighth street.
public square.

l

herds

ExcUn

the opinion of the officersin

command

VI ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
Notice is hereby given to all persons In- of the detachment that, later in the season,
«*I over E. He Bonn’s Boot and Shoe Store,
debted to the late firm of E. Kruisinga & this throng of insects will take to wing
Eighth street.
Son, that the undersigned 1ms been apQC’HOUTEN,R A. City Pnysician. Office at D. pointed the assignee of the estate of said and devastate the maturing crops iu the
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
northwestern states. They must have
firm, and that all indebtednessdue them,
Bxtbiri.
something to subsist on, and there is not
VI7 OOLLEY, D. F. Physician. Office at real- must be paid to him without delay.
INE liROOT. L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
tlence,cor. 7th and Market St’s. All calls
D.
enough vegetation iu the Yellowstone re1J shampoonlug,halr-dyelng. etc., done at rea- promptlyattended to, day or night.
Auiejnee of E. Kruizknga & Son.
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
uion to afford them one good meal, if they
Hotel.
14-1 v
FfetopipbL
Holland, March 28, 1877.
should all get hungry at once.
Book* and Stationery.
RIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.GalIt
Stood the Test.
Mr. Templehm’s account of his trip
’IT' ANTEU8, L. T. Dealer In Books, StntlonIf you doubt the wonderful success of down the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers
IV err, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
SadUin.
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Shiloh'* Consumption Care, give it atrial; is even more interesting than his story
IT A U PELL, U., Manufacturer of and dealer in then ifc you are not perfectly satisfied, reBooti ini Bhoii.
about the grasshopper. He made the
Eighth Street’ T^ank^, a,wl(lle8 *nd Whips; turn the bottle anu we will refund the
down-stream
journey on the steamer FanTrEKOLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
price paid. It has established the fact that
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;
chon,
one
of
the fleet of small boats charConsumption can be cured, while for
SiYing MacMiii.
Eighth street.
Coughs, Hoarseness,Asthma, Whooping tered by the government to transport mili1/ ANTKH8, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle- Cough, and all Lung or Throat troubles,
firatlit.
tary supplies to the mouth of Tongue
V. F,an <-°on»lcs, for the “Howe Sewing Mathere is nothing like it for a ouick and posi i BE D. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand of- chine. Dealers tu needles and attachments.
river,
where a portion of Miles’ army is
itive cure, and it seldom tails. 10 cents,
VI flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker &,
Tobacco and Cigars.
Van Raaite.
f»0 cents, and $1.00 per bottle. If your encamped. Everybody knows that the
TT'ERGUSON B. it. Dental Surgeon. Performs npKUULLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, Lungs are sore, or Chest or Buck lame, use Missouri river has been for weeks past
Shiioh't Porous Planter, Pi ice V) cents.
all operationsappertainingUt Dentistry in
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
more than bank full from its source to its
the best stylo of the art. Office over II. D. Post,
Sold by J. O. friesburg,No. 70 Eighth
Eighth
H-iy
Wateku aad Jivilry.
street and Win. Van Putten, River street, mouth, and the Yellowstonehas been ditto.
i.

T/’ EN YON, NATHAN, Banfclug and Collecting.
rV Drafis bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
R ver streets.

_

O

YY

MANLY

HOWARD,

Huh

H

_

I

street.

___

A

Dmnud

kidlciui.

I
I

and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Kenyon’s Block

ABKyEK, dealers in Drugs. Medicines, River Street.
Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles aod Perfumeries Paints and Oils, Ac., Eighth street.

Dr. Shiloh’s System Vitalizbr is no
the most successful cure tor Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint we have ever
INOESBURG. J. O., Dealer tu Drugs and Medlknown, otherwise we could not guarrantee
1/ clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Phy.
it. In cases of Corasumption,where Genslcian'sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
eral Dehiiily, Loss of Appetite and ConI. 0. of 0. P.
i
Rm Drugstore. Flue Drugs, M-d
stipation exist, it will restore and regulate
Hoi.i^nd City Lodge, No 192, IndependentOrder
4 II clues. Fancy G.aids,Toilet Articles and Perthe system while Shiloh'* Curt allays the
of
Odd
peliowH,
hold*
It*
regular
meclinLri«
Odd
fumeries. Eighth street.
Fellows' Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening ioflainatior. and heals the lungs. Price 75
VAN, PUTTEN, Wh., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- of each week
cents. Sold by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70,
Visiting others are cordlaiy invited.
dues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
Eighth street, and Wm. YmPutien, River
iuxeu, N. G.
W.Van Den Heiio’s Family Medicines; River st.
street, Holland. Mich.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

iV

doubt

Af
1

V

i W

UKBEK,

Hackmf.tack,

Druggist A Pharmacist; afull

F. & A.

sJ .d;r«a,Ki“pp”r“l“l"£to ti“ bu“"“»
A

fume. Sold

2C.

KeotTLAR Communicationof Unity Lotkiz

No. 1»1. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall!
Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening. Jnlv
VI EVER, II. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fur- 25, at 7#. o'clock, sharp.
mture. Curtains Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
J. 8. Bubns, W.
Picture Frames, etc.; River street
O. Bkeyman, Sec'y.
Puraitui.

.U

M

•I

the banks

to

had taught them not to attempt

a crossing.

After taking a good look at the steamboat,

they generally elevated their tails uud
scampered away.
Activity in Georgia Mining.

Few of our people are aware of

the im-

portancenow given to the mining interest
In Georgia by capitalists in other

states.

price, and yet we hear from the purchasers

that they would nut take ten times the
price they paid for the mines they pur-

chased. We learn that there is just as
much excitement about mining in the
western part of the state as in North Georgia, and there have

been recently some

very valuable discoveries cf copper and

of Carroll and west
county. Seventy-two miles west

gold in the county

of
of

this

this city, not far

from the

line

of the

Georgia Western Railroad, the celebrated

Stone Hill Copper Mine ia now opened
and is being worked on a very Urge scale,
employing about three hundred bands,
and

is

making

a fine yield.

One mile from

Stone Hill Governor Smith has opened up
a splendid
to

mine of copper, which is said

be equal if not superior to the one

at

Stone Hill. This mine has recently been
sold to General Healy, of the United States

army, who U investing a large amount of

money in Western Georgia and Eastern
Tongue
Alabama. Still farther west ft Mr. Johnson,
river got pretty well up toward their

The

OSLIN ABREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, Holland, Midi.

I

of them would come

and survey the flood, but their experience

rather to be maintaining a masterly inac- Hardly a week passes but tome large mine
tivity, moving only when obliged to. It is sold in North Georgia at a fabulous
is

Banking ini

Yellowstone thou-

sands of buffalo were observed. Largo

Wr

NOTICE.

the

a rich and fragrant purby the atiove dealers.

boats which were destined to

from Tennessee, has discovered copper ore

journey’s end before the flood reached its

fine quality, and bna formed a compaoyot mrthern capitalists,and has bethere at all,
gun mining. Some gentlemen from PennThere was some hesitation about undersylvaniahave recently been prospecting

of a

height, or they could not have reached

taking the descent of the Yellowstone, as
the boat would be entirely at the mercy of

through this country, and on their return
|

would stand a
good chance of being dashed to pieces on
the rocks. lUt^nearly three hundred
miles from Tongue river to the mouth of
the Yellowstone. The Fancbbn made
the impetuous torrent, and

home made

a very elaborate report

of

the

copper and gold. They purchased, during
their investigation,eighty acres, on
is a rich gold vein, paying

dollarscash for the land
terest.

We

which

eight thousand

and mineral

in-

think this part of our state

this distance in about fifteen hours, and a
has been overlooked long enough, and we
cigars Just repiece of driftwood would have made it in
propose at an early day to lay before our
ceived, some of which are new brands and
nearly the same time, ao frightfully
... . . . ...... .
veiy good. Call at
readers
something of the wealth of this

A

new

stock

of choice

rapid

G. J. A.

PESSINK.

was the current. For stretches of ten,

sect Ion.

—[A

tlanta (da.) Constitution.

|»(w

’

rVWwM

4it$

Hyatt, fatally injured."The tornado continued
course through central Ohio, doing great
damage to houses, fences aud growing crops,
and m some instances causing serions loss.
The town of O'Fallon, HI., 17 mUes west of St,
Louis, was also visitedon tho 1st inst by
a hurricane,blowing down many bouses and
Kerionsly damaging the fieldsof grain. A similar visitationwas experiencedthe same
its

HOLIiiND CITY, MICHIGAN.

The

American Institute of Homeopathy has

denoes as being against all principles of interAT WINDSOR CASTLE.
national law — The French electionshave
Gen.
Grant’s Visit to Great Britain'sQueen.
been
postponed
tiU
the
14th
of
October.
. .The
Y. There was a large attendance of members
merchants and businessmen of 8t John are
—A Royal Entertainment.
and delegates.
clearing away the remains of their burned
[London Cor. New Y’ork Herald.]
Bankruptcies : * The Provincial Insurance houses and preparing for rebuilding.
Upon the arrival of Geu. Grant and
just held its

annual meeting

Lake View, N.

at

.

The yellow fever

Company, of Montreal,Canada, caused by losses

has appeared In a malignant

party at Windsor tfaatle, it was announced that her Majesty and Princesa
day, and about tho same hour, at builder,Quebec, Canada, liabiliUes $250,000; occurredin two weeks at the military hospital, Beatricewere out driving iu the Green
Erclldown, Pa. Twenty families were made Ives A Porter, lessees of the Bates House, the
100 miles from Ha vana.... Charles Bradlaugh Park. It was intimated then that the
houselessin a few minutes, their dwellingsbe- leading hotel ef Indianapolis;Taylor A
ing razed to the ground. The fine new semin- Thomas, milliner/, Chicago, liabilities and Mrs. Annie Besant, arrested aud tried iu party had arrived somewhat before the
ary of Richard Darlington was also destroyed. $80,000; Heilbron Brothers, millinerv,Chi- London for publishinga pamphlet allegedto time, as it was understood at the court,
THE EAST*
A woman named Hopkins was iustantlv killed cago, liabilities$125,000; W. H. Chapman be immoral, have been condemned to six aud consequently the Queen was not ,
PbehidektHayes attended the commence- and five persons injured, two fatally. The vi- & Co., fruit importers, New York, liabilities months’ imprisonment, and to pay a fine of there to receive them. Gen. Grant did'
.4'2tR)each.
ment exercisesat Harvard College,received cinity of Minneapolis,Minn., was also visited $175,000 Judge Joseph Potter, of the Vermont
uot express any disappointment, and
by a tornado of extraordinaryviolence. Houses Supreme Court, liabilities$150,000 above asA houtary Colorado potato-bug was discovin the St. John fire; Henry Dunning, ship- form in the island of

Cuba.

Nearly 200 deaths

CUE NEWS CONDENSED.

;

;

the degree of LL. D., and was banquetedin
tue evening.... At last the little financial bal

anoe between the Centennialmanagers and the
Government has been settled and paid up.
The Secretaiy of the Treasury allowed the
board frJW.OOOpaid special customs officers
during the opening days of the Exposition,
and President Welch handed over $30,000.
squaring the $1,500,000which Congress voted
as a loan when the Centennial managers were
sadly in need of funds.

were blown down, trees uprooted,fences swept sets. .. .Tlie iuvestigationby the Agricultural
away, and cattle earned through the ah' like Bureau into the losses of* sheep during the
feathers. Severalpersonswere killed.
past year shows that a total of nearly 3,000,000
A tornado passed over a portion of St. Jo- sheep and lambs were destroyed by dogs and
wolves and various diseases, and of the aggregate
seph county, Ind., on the afternoon of tho 2d
money value of nearly $8,000,000. The averinst, prostratinghonses,trees and fences, and age percentageof loss was nearly 8. The prokilling six or seven persons, besides injuring portion is tbo highest respectivelyin North
many more ____ Chicago's new “City Directory, Carolina, Florida and Louisiana, and ranges
Just issued, shows a total populationof 521,941, from 17 per cent iu tho former State to 3 7-10
being 137,616 in excess of the populationof in Nebraska. Tho rate is highest iu tho South,
St. Louis, as indicated by her last “City Direc- and lowest in States having dog laws.

A committeeof the ConnecticutLegislature tory.”
has made a report to the State Insurance Com-

Gen. Metz is in Washington, seeking recognition as Minister of the Mexican Government.

SOUTH.

seemed desirousof utilizing the time he
would have to wait by examining the
grand pile of buildings, especially tho
first fortress of the group, which was
built by William the Conqueror.
After waiting a few minutes the party
entered the celebrated Lancaster tower
and repaired to the apartmentswhere
they were to await the return of the
Queen. While so awaiting they amused
themselves with descriptions of the lovely
views from the windows of the tower. '
As the Castle bell struck 8 a commotion was observed among the guards below, and in a few seconds the royal equipage was seen to enter the courtyard, and
the Queen alighted. Her Majesty looked
sunburned and somewhat ill-humored.
At half-past 8 o’clock the Queen, surrounded by the members of the household, received the Americans in the
magnificentcorridor at the door leading

ered the other day iu a field near Cologne, Ger-

many. Tho

entire field was covered with a

layer of tanbark, saturated with petroleum,and

on fire, tlie Government indemnifying the
proprietor. ... It is reported iu Vienna that
set

France has asked Germany to join her in opposing any endeavor on tile part of England to
obtain possessionof the Suez Canal.

Late advices from Japan

report that the in-

surgentshave been dispersed aud tranquillity
nearly restored.

President MacMahon, in his order of the
day to the troops, at tbo annual review in Paris,
A murderer named Covington was recently
He representsthe Diaz faction.
deficit in the assets of the Charter Oak Life In- taken from the possessionof tho Sheriff by a
the other day, said : “ I am satisfiedwith your
surance Company of over $2,220,000, and also
THE TURKO-RU8S1AN WAR.
bearing, and expect you to help me preserve
mob at Osceola, Ark, dragged to tho outskirts
that tfnre are questionableassets amounting
Turkey has determined to place 200,000 order." MacMahon was repeatedlycheered by
to over $1,735 000.
.The steamer Lady of the of the town, where ropes were tied around his
more meu in the field, provided the money can tho soldiers. A cable dispatch says tho order
Lake exploded her boiler at Silver Lake, near neck and feet, aud a mule hitched to each rope
Plymouth, Mass., the other day. Six and driven in opposite directions, literary tear- be raised to equip them.... A recent dispatch caused a tremendous sensationin Paris. . .The
persons were seriously, and perhaps fatal- ing the man to pieces ____ A New Orleans dis- from Cettinje says “the Moutenegrin army is Russian Government having ordered the purmissionerto the effect that there is an actual

.

.

ly, scalded, and twelve less dangerously....
All the compositors in the New York Tribun
office, eighty-twoin number, struck in a body
one night last week. The occasion of the
troublewas the postingof a notice in the office
deniandinga reductionof seven cents in the
price of composition,and announcing that no
more “ time copy ” or double-price matter would
be allowed,ana that work must be done by the
piece or time at the fordhian'soption. The
compositors claim that they cannot earn a living under such conditions. ‘

* The

Jews of New York

city

propose to build

a large hotel on Staten island ____ Eight

dred Mennonites arrived

at

hun

New York the other

day from Russia, immigrating to escape the
conscription.They immediately left for various points in Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, and
Western Pennsylvania____ The boat-nice between the eigbt-oaredcrews of Yale and Harvard Colleges, rowed on the Connecticutriver
at Springfield, Mass., resulted in a victory for
Harvard by a boat length and a half.

Oakley S. Babkeb, a grandson of the late
Commodore Vanderbilt,has been arrested in
New fork on a charge of larceny.
Two men
were carried over the Falls of Niagara last
week. They were boating in the river, when
their craft got into the rapids. They jumped
out and endeavored to reach the shore by swim.

.

.

ming, but the current being too strong they
were swept over the falls.

THE WEST.
The

coach from Dead wood was stopped a

a few nights ago near Cheyenne river by five
masked men, who robbed the passengers of
about $2,000, blew open the iron treasure box,
and carried off its contents. Several shots
were exchanged, one of which took effect in the
ode of Hawley, the driver.

News from Idaho seems to define

the posi-

tion of the Indians as similar to that of the

Modoca when they got into the lava-beds. The
Nez Perces, at last accounts, were strongly
posted on the Salmon river, and from the nature of the country they can offer a long and
bloody resistance to any number of troops
brought against them. They seem to have
abandonedtheir raids, and are patiently awaiting a fight.

A German shoemaker bring in Shelbyville,
Ind., while laboringunder

a temporaryfit of

snsanity, killed his bttle 6-year-old daughter by
scissors into

He then rushed to
-------- , —
------- di owned himself ____
An entire family, consistingof four persons—
Mr. and Sirs. George L. Crosby and their
r

0

daughter aud son, aged 9 and 15 years respect— were drowned near Hannibal,
Mo.,
few days aco. They were

ively

patch states that “ Wells aud Anderson, of the
LouisianaReturning Board, have been indicted
for larceny in having made away with
certain retnrns and documents pertaining
to the election of 1876, and belonging
to tho State, and for the further
crime of having published false records with
the intend to defraud. The penalty is imprisonment for fourteen years.".... A mob reoentlv
entered the Mount Vernon fKy.) jail, took
therefromfour meu confined on a charge of
robbery,and hung them.

concentratedin a very strong positionopposite
Spuz and Podgoritza. The morale seems to be
good. The Pnnce is determined to fight for
every foot of ground, should the Turks advance on Montenegrinterritory." Another
account represents that the position of the
Mouteuegnusis quite desperate,and thrt their
forces are entirely broken and dispersed ....
The Porte has entered a complaint against Russia on account of the destruction of fomTurkish merchant vessels by Russian torpedoes, claimingthis to be contraryto the rules
WAMHINGTOH.
of internationallaw ____ The Russian cavalry
A new method of preventing the predatory are spreading over the Dobrudscha. the
infantryfollowing slowly ..... Things are growraids of Mexicans and others upon the terriing lively in Asia Minor. There seems to be no
tory of Texas along the Rio Grande has been doubt that there has been some severe fighting,
devised and approved by the President It is but, as both sides claim a victory in nearly every
to appoint a mixed commission, which shall action, the reader is left to* form his own
have jurisdictionover all cases growing out opinion as to which is getting the best of it.
of outrages committed within fifty miles of
The center of the Russian army effected the
each bank of that river. . .Gen. G. W. Leduc
passage of the Danube at Sistova, under the
of Minnesota, has been appointed by the Presieye of the Czar and under the immediate comdent Commissioner of Agriculture.
.

:

Legal tendera ......................... 859,8z8,204 representingthat the country on the other side
.................54,960,000 of the river is entirelydestitute,and saying
Fractional currency ...................2,043,13*2 there are fears of a famine in Bulgaria.At
Coin certificates .......................
41,572,600 the bombardment of Giurgevo, the Turks

CertlflcaU-s of deposit

a

;

Advices from the West report great excite-

ment in

Debt less cash in treasury............ $2,000,158,223 cesses by the Turkish soldiery gathered for the
Decrease of debt during June ......... 8.229,199 defense of that region. 'Ihe American misDecrease since June 30, 1876 .......... 39,781,121 sionaries at Van, fearingthe frenzy of the exBonds Isaued to Pacific Railroad Comcited Turks, have taken refuge on a boat on
panies,interest payable in lawful
Lake Van, lauding only at secludedplaces
money; principal outstanding ....... 64,623.520
Interestaccrued and not yet paid ...... 1,938,705 at night ____ Telegrams from various points

the Bitter Root valley, in Western
Montana, caused by the attitudeof the Nez Interestpaid by United States ........ 34,018,923
Interest repaid by transportation of
Perces Indians, who have been creating trouble
malls, etc ...........................
8,514,489
in Idaho. These gentle red men are threaten- Balance of iutereat paid by United
States... ............................
25,504.443
ing the settlers of the valley, and the latter
The reductionof the interestcharge on the
have called on the Governor of the Territory
for aid ..... Johann Gartner, of Cincinnati, in a public debt since July 1, 1876, is $1,943,625,
fit of

jealou-y, murdered his wife, uas arrerted,

and hung himself iu

jail.

Advices from the scene of the Indian
troubles in Idaho Territory state that Gen.
Howard, with a detachmentof troops, had
made a recounoissanceto the scene of Col. Perry’s late battle with the Indians, aud found and
buried twenty-sevenof the dead soldiers, which
leaves six bodies yet to be found. Those buried
were in such an advanced stage of decomposition as to be unrecognizable. All arms aud

eauipments were taken by the Indians. Most
of the bodies were scalped. The murders thus
far ascc rtained are one woman, two children
and fifteen men, in additionto thirty-three
soldiersof Col. Perry's command killed and
missing in the late tight The details of tho
murders are horrible In the extreme.

.

.
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to her private apartmentsin the quadrangle. Dinner was served in the Oak
t
room, according to custom, which reThe latest advices from the Sydney serves St. George’s Hall lor state banExhibitionshow that the Australian quets. The party was small, because
market is overstocked,and goods are etiquette requiresthat the Queen shall

___

COMMERCIAL NOTES.

sacrificed,not bringing even first cost.

converse with every guest.

The introductions were made as folshipment of pig-iron to Europe has been made, according to a Bal- lows : Minister Pierrepont. advancing,
timore paper. Five tons have been sent introduced Gen. Grant ; then Lord Deri
from Pittsburgh to Antwerp. Is this by stepped forward with Mrs. Grant
The Queen shook hands with them,
the beginning of a new revolution ?
Thf. first

while the ladies iu waiting simply bowed.
This formalityat an end, the gentlemen led the way to the Oak loom. The
Queen sat at the head of the table. On
her right were, respectively, Prince Leopold, Princess Christian and Geu. Grant.
On her left, Prince Christian,Princess
Beatrice and Minister Pierrepont
Then came tho Duchess of Wellington,
Lord Elphinstone and Mrs. Pierrepont,
Lord Derby and Mrs. Grant, the Duchess of Roxburgh aud Lord Biddulph,
the Countess of Derby and Jesse Grant
The enjoyment of the party was unconstrained,the Queen taking a prominent part in the lively conversation,during which all kinds of topics were discussed— American and English, political
and social.
After dinner the Queen’s party proceeded to the corridor for the purpose of
enabling the visitors to examine it more
closely. Here they met another party
from the Octagon, and a lively conversation ensued, during which lier Majesty
talked with every persou present. At
about 10 o’clock her Majesty shook
bunds with her lady guests, bowed to
the gentlemen, and retired, followed by
other members of the social family pn^ent The guests then entered one of the
magnificentdrawing-rooms along the
east front, where they were entertained
by the Queen’s private band.
Refreshments have been served, Gen.
Gnmt and Minister Pierrepont played
scarfs, sewing and embroidery silks, whist with the Duchesses of Wellington
handkerchiefsor trimmings. The in- and Roxbury, during which, of course,
dustry is rapidly growing, and bids fair, the gentlemen were beaten. Mr. Pierreeventually,to make American silks an pont played badly ; so did the ex-President.
articlefor export.

The trade of the United States with
Russia during the calendar year of 1876
was so small as to be positively absurd.
The exports to Russia were only $9,689,000, and $8,266,000 of that was raw
Secretary Sherman, in response to an in- mand of tho Grand Duke Nicholas. The Turks
cotton, and $650,000 more was petroquiry, has writtena letter,saying that there is seem to have been taken by surprise, aud
offered but littleresistance, the Russian loss leum. The imports were only $626,000.
limitationto the payments of the called
from tho enemy’s tire not exceeding200 in
The recent International Exhibition
bonds, and that, although the interest ceases, killed and wounded. The siluatiou on the
at
Sydney, Australia, gave another opthe face of the bonds will be paid upou pre- Danube is thus sketched by a correspondent
portunity, which of course was improved
sentation, whether in one year or ten.
“ The Russian left is in great force near HirsoUpon the return of the President to the va, aud is being constantlystrengthened. The by Fairbanks <fc Co., who took a first
capital from his New England trip, last week, right has secured a crossing at Himuitza with prize as usual Their exhibit of scales
ease, so that the Danubiau passage is secured. receivedthe highest award possible, and
he proceeded immediately to his summer resiTho center has the choice of concentrating
dence, which is the largest cottage on the upon the right or left wing, and crossingunop- the judges recommend, iuiUier, a spegrounds of the Soldiers' Home, and the same posed. Widin and Nicopolis are isolated cial medal of merit for the excellence of
as was formerly occupied by President Lincoln. from the Turkish quadrilateral,and pres- the American weighing machines.
All the inmates of the Executive Mansion, with ent indicationslead to the conclusion that
The shipment of American apples to
the servants, horses and necessarveffects,have this much-vaunted square of fortresses will
Europe,
which was only begun in 1867,
been removed to the cottage ____ The following itself soon be cut in halves,and tbo Turkish
is an official statement of tho United States forces separatedinto three divisions,without is now developing into a large business.
currency outstanding on the 1st of July : Old means of communication and with tho whole From the middle of October up to this
demand notes, $63,962.50 ; legal-tendernotes, Russian army occupying a central position be- time almost every steamer leaving New
$359,764,332; notes of 1863, $96,285; com- tween them and free to move with crushing
York for Liverpool or London has curpound-interestnotes, $300,260 ; fractionalcur- force upou any one of them." ____ A bold exrency, $20,4i<3, 137.34 ; total, $380,627,976.34.ploit was recently executed bva Russiau cruiser ried shipments varying from 500 to
The total amount of silver coin issued to the iu the Block sea. The vessel boldly hashed into 3.000 barrels. The extent of the busi1st inst was $33,121,587, of which $11,981,526 the harbor of Herachea, and sent out launches ness can be judged from the fact that the
was issued on account of currency obligations, with torpedoes,by means of which three Turksales of American apples at Liverpool
aud $21,140,061 in redemptionof fractional ish merchant ships were destroyed.
alone reached over 90,000 barrels in the
currency.
War notes and rumors: A force of 1,500 month of December lust
Following is the public debt statement for Russian cavalry who endeavored to relieve
The total quantity of silk goods proJuly :
Bayazid were beaten with severe loss. The
duced
in the United States during tiie
Six per cent, bonds ....................
$ 854.621.8W)
Five per cent, bonds ................... TlKVJMi.eW) Turks claim to have defeated the Russians, year 1876 is stated by the report to be
Four and a half per cent, bonds ....... 140,000,000 with a loss of 3,000 men, in a battle near Zewin,
1,284,860 pounds, valued at $26,593,103.
in Asia Minor. The losses in the fightingat
Total coin bonis ..................
$1,697,888,500
These
include all kinds and varieties of
NJiopohsand Sistovawere appalling on both
silk manufacture, whether iu drosses,
sides.
The
Russian
commissariat
has
been
telLawful money debt ....................
$ 14.000,000
ribbous, undergarments,neckties and
Matureddebt ..........................
1«.648,8<)0 egraphed to hurry up supplies for the army,

a
chiefly aimed at the house of the German ConTotal without Interest ............. $ 476,764,031
driving across
swollen stream, when
sul, believing the Czar was there. The Grand
the bridge gave away and precipitated tnem Total debt .............................
$2,205,301,392 Duke Nicholashas receivedthe grand cross of
into the water — The people of Bt. Louis are Total interest ..........................
40.882,791 Ht. George for the passage of tho Danube
agitating the project of a narrow-gauge railhis son the military cross, and Gen. Nepokoiroad from that city to some point in Colorado. Cash in treasury— coin ..............$ 115,122,473 schitzky, Chief of Staff, the grand cross of St.
Cash in treasury— currency .......... 7,980,274 George of the third class.
Two LITTLE sons of J. F. Williams, a promi- Currencyheld for redemptionof fracRumors from the seat of war in Asia claim a
tional currency .....................7,963.213
nent citizen of Minnesota, were drowned a few
Special dej/ositsheld for redemption
decided victoryfor the Turks over the Russian
days ago in Lake Como, near 8t. Paul, by the
of certificates of deposit ............54,960.100
he-iegingforce at Batoum. F rom the country
upsettingof a small boat....EphHolland, a
Total in treasury..................
$ 186,025,960 around Yau there are reports of shockingexnoted gambler of Cincinnati, who some time
since pleaded guilty to procuringillegalDemocratic votes at the last October election,has
been sentencedto thirteen months in the penitentiary.

chase of 30,000 horses, Germany will issue a
decree prohibitingthe export of horses from
tho emjjire.
. A Rome dispatch announcesthe
serious illness of the Pope.

which

is

the result of the funding operation.

POLITICAL.
In the lower bonne of the New Hampshire
Legislature,the other day, a Democratic

mem-

ber introduced & resolution approving tbo
main features of PresidentHayes’ policy.
After a lively discussion tho resolutionwas
sent to a committee.

The Iowa Republican Convention met

at

Dos

on tho Danube give the

particulars of

that river.
At Rustchuk, the German Consulate was
frightful bombardments along

destroyedby twenty-four shells, the French by
three, and tho Austrian Consulate was riddled*.
The military hospital in the Jews, quarter received seveuty-two shells.... Turks are devastating a large’ portionof Bulgaria,for tho purpose of preventing the Russians from provisioning their army. The harvest has been carried off, the fruit trees have been felled, aud
the torch has been appliedto the large grass
plains. Everythingthat could be of any use to an
invading army has been removed or aestroyed,
aud the people are left in utter destitution* .
The Turks claim to have defeated the Russians
iu a heavy engagement near Sookgoora-Kaleh,
killing 2,000 and wounding 4. COO. . .Russian accounts of the crossing of the Danube at Sistova
place their loss at 200 killed ____ Repot ts from
Montenegro continue conflicting, but the best
informationleads to a belief that the success of
Suleiman and Soil) Pashas has been completed.
.

.

Moines on the 27th of June, and nominated

John H. Gear for Governor aud Frank L.
Campbell for Lieutenant Governor. The resolutions^ declare that “the permanentpacification of the southern sections of tho Union, aud
tho complete protection of all citizensin the
fiee enjoyment of all their rights, is a duty to
which the Republicanparty stands sacredly

.

The gradual growth of the business
of the country is shown by the rise in
imports at the port of New York, which
were $28,761,000lor May, against $23,671.000 for the same month last year ;
the exports, exclusive of specie, were
$22,886,000,against $21,576,000in May,
1876. The imports for eleven mouths,
exclusive of specie, were $262,500,000
against $277,966,000 for the same eleven
months, 1875-6 ; the exports of merchandise of eleven montns $261,031,000,
against $235,830,000.
Austria is about engaging in the business of exporting meat to England. One
contract, covering 50,000 dead sheep and
4.000 dead oxen, has already been made.
But there is room enough for a fair
business for both countries. Four thousand boxes of Americim butter, in refrigerators, reached London iu the early
part of June. This shipment was an experiment by some enterprising American, and its success will be likely to opeu
up a new era in the English market.
Other American productions, it is
thought, might also be profitably shipped
to the mother country.
Capital Punishment ami Crime.

Coal

Mark’s Church,

becoming quite au im-

raining is

Alabama. From

portant interest in

a

in 1873, the product
of her mines grew to 65,000 tons in
yield of 4,000 tons
1876.

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Beeves ............................
. no
Hooh ...............................
5
Cotton ............................
Flour — Superfine Western ........ 5 50
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 54
Cohn— Wa*tcrnMixed ..............
66
Oath- WenternMixed ..............40
Rye— Western ...................... 74
Pork— Meet* ........................
14 10
Lard ............................... ji
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Bkkveb— Choice Graded Steers ..... 6 25 @ 6 75
Choice Natives ........... 5 50 (£ G 09
Cows and Heifers .........2 50 @ 4 00
Good Second-class Steers. 4 00 @ 4 25
Medium to Fair .........4 60 Q 6 2>
Hoot— Live .........................
4 60 @ 5 09
Flour— Fancy White Winter ....... 9 00 @9 so
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 7 5*) @8 00
2 Spring ..............1 44)* (4 1 4^
No. 3 Spring ............. I 20 @1 23
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 46«z(a 471/
Oats— No. 2 ........................ 33
34
Rye— No. 2 ......................... GO
62
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 60
85
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... is
20
Eoos— Fresh ....................... 11
12
Pork— Mess ........................
12 8'« (£13 00
Lard ............................... 8kT(4 8V
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debate in the British House of
Commons on the question of abolishing
Dispatches from the Danube of the 3d inst.
capital punishment, Mr. Pease, of Durreport the Russians steadily advancing into
ham, stated that, during the last sixteen
Bulgaria from Tistova.Tirnova, the ancient
years, there had been sentenced to bo
capital of Bulgaria,has been occupied, from hanged in England and Wales at least
Wheat-No.
whence tho Russians will direct tue civil adNo.
388 criminals. Of these 210 were hanged

In

a

of

.

A

___

St.

Wheat— No.

A terrible tornado passed over Morgan, pledged;" favors tho “early attainment of a
Johnson, Shelby, Bush, Henry and Wayne currency convertible into coin ;" the “ gradual
counties. Ind., on the night of the 1st lost, resumption of specie payments by continuous
ministrationof the province. The dispatches
which was attendedwith immense loss of bfe aud steady steps in that direction
state that the fightinghas been of a terrible and 178 reprieved. The statistics of
the making of silver a legal-tender for the payand proper.*. We glean the following pardescription, and attended with great carnage, capital crime show that the punishment
ment of all debts, aud “ a wisely-adjustedtarticulars of the calamity from tho Indianapolis
both on the Danube aud in Asia Minor. The of nanging does not act as a deterrent
iff for revenue." The introduction
of
a resoluJournal: “Near Brooklyn, Morgan oountv,
Turkish forces have obtained such important
the woods bad every tree either torn up by the tion declaring that “ the so-called ‘Southern victories in Asia that the Russian journalsare The crimes of horse stealing aud cattle
roots or blown down. Its track was half a policy,’ which has been inaugurated and pur- accusing their Generals of having managed stealing were not increasedby the aboliis
mile wide and fifteen miles in length. The sued by the present national administration,
the campaign badly.... Roumanian troops tion of capital punishmentfor those ofwife of J. 8. Dressierwas fatally injured, and in accord with the principles of the Republican have begun to cross the Danube, aud will at fenses. In Tuscany there had been no
three others, names unknown,kilted. Loss party," was receivedamid general tumult The once take an active part in the offensive
hanging for fifty years, and yet Tuscany,
$50,000. The son of James Armstrong wss resolution was laid on the table by a large ma- operationsagainst Turkey. ...A cable dispatch
jority.
A
resolution
was
adopted
in
favor
of
•with
one-twelfth of the population of
killed by a failing tree. In Johnson county
says the Russians at last openly declare |hat
rigid enforcement of the present Iowa proItaly,
was chargeable with only onethe house
Mr. Boummer, three the
Constantinopleis the objective point of the
miles west of Franklin, was blown down, hibitory liquor law.
advance on the Danube, under a guarantee to twentieth of the crime. In Holland
and the whole family, five in number, inatantlv
GENERAL.
the English Government that the occupation there had been a very decided decrease
killed. Ten miles further west the bouse of
Fatal casualties : The house of Mr. Lat- will be only temporary....It is reported in in homicidal crimes since the abolition
George Tresler waa blown down, and himself
Constantinople that Austria has warned the
and wife and three children killed,and a re- reiUe, of Roches terville,Out, was burned the Porto that she will occupy Bosnia if the Turks of capital punishment Belgium and
maining child fatally injured. A. M. Arm- other day. His son, aged 11, perished in the now operating against Montenegro enter Cefc- Portugal told the same tale, aud in Ausstrong’sresidence was destroyed,three chil- flames, and Mrs. Latreille and her mother were linje. Austria is evidentlydetermined that tria human life was as safe as it was. bedreu killed,and several members of the family fatally burned. Three men, named Colston, Montenegro shall not be crushed. . .The panic
fore she adopted her present leilWiit
severely injured. A new church at Jolly was Bounan aud Sima, were killed in a Brooklyn aud distressin Constantinople are becoming
torn to pieces, twelve killed and fifteen wound- (N. Y.) sugar refineryby Uie fall of a large dangerous to the foreign residents..... A policy; and it they went to America they
ed. In this county fanners lose heavily. An sugar-pan,which was being,hoisted. Seven mi- steamer filled with Roumanian soldierswas would find that in the States which had
immense number of cattle were killed, ’fences ners engaged in drawing a oucket filled with ore sunk by a Turkish monitor near Rahova.
abolished capital punishment murders
and barns destroyed, and timber uprooted. Im- from a mme in Sussex. N. Y., caught the rope
and homicides had decreased.
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
mense damage was done to crops and buildings. on a stone, and cut it in two. Five of the meu
In Shelbv county Michael Meherlich waa In- were precipitated into the washed-ontmine,
An Irishman has defined nothing to be
The nows from Mexico is that Acapulco has
stantly killed,and Mrs. Keeker fatally injured.
“a
footless stocking without legs.”
The storm passed over Rush and Henry,
description
another Emeralder:
vrhiln fiutiinrr in
____
ten-daW
hnnihardment
hv
minlmafa
Tim
counties to Wayne, where it left the State, men.
ten-days’
bombardment
by
gunboats.....
The
men, while fishingin the Susquehannariver,
es Brown, of Richmond, was instantly near Clark’s ferry, Pa., were swept over a dam, Consuls at Rustchuk have drawn up a protect “What is nothing?” he asked. “Shut
by a falling tree, and a companion, W. J. and three of them drowned.
against the Ruisians bombarding their reel- your eyes ancTyou’ll see it.”

*La

The chimes in

Philadelphia,the ringing of which the
neighbors stopped by means of an injunction, may now be rung for five minutes on every Sunday, under a mollificationof the injunction.

by
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MICHIGAN ITEMS.

nine years. His benevolence
was unbounded. Archaologiool research
Bay
is to have a city hospital, for was one of his most congenial pnrsnits,
which the site has already been selected. and at the tame of his death he was the
Twenty thousand pounds of wool owner of a very valuable and uniaue
were marketed at Jackson one dayjast museum. He was able to trace his
descent in a direct lino back through
week.
Adam Rirz, of Davton, Tuscola thirty-one generations to William of

TREASURE OF ISLAM.

lid over

Cm

Which Has Not Been Opened for
Fonr Hnndred and Fifty Yean.

A Chest

Mr. Delaplaino,iho Charge

d’ Affaires

of the United states at Vienna, furnishes
to the

Departmentof

State the following

interesting information concerning a re-

sum, the* Commissioner thinks, would
ALL SORTS.
have been exceeded by about $2,000,000
* Turnips cure hog cholera.
if it had not been for the uncertaintyocThe average length of life is 31 years
casioned by the propositionof Congress
to reduce the tax on spirits. The manuSacramento has establisheda chainfacturers curtailedtheir production and gang.
withdrew from bond only such quantiNew Haven sells its 5 per cent bonds
ties as were actually required by the deat 105$.
mand. This policy, pursued for two or
House rents in Brooklyn never were
three months, resulted in serioua loss to
so low as now.
the revenue. - Washington Cur. New
Wherever American goods get a footYork Tribune.
hold they stick.
Cuba and Its Rebels.
The public library of Boston contains

markable wnr resource of Turkey— the
so-called “Treasure of Islam:”
•while felling a tree.
“ The Sheik- ul-Islam has recently sent
\ John Waltz committed suicide by
a delegationof doctors of the law to the
taking pans green at his home, in WaterSherif of Mecca, a direct descendant of
loo township.
the Prophet, for the purpose of demanding funds to be applied in defense of the
The logs on the Tittabawasseewill all
While there ore no indications of unity 314,265 volumes.
Islam faith. It is customary on these of purpose among the so-called Sp misu
come out. The rear of the entire drive,
A bust of Chnilos Francis Adams has
solemn occasions for the Sherif to assem- party, there are signs among individuals
about 30,000,000 feet, was at Riverdale
been made by his sou, John Adams.
ble the College of the Elders charged that they would gladly make pence with
last week.
Wales, tbe heir to the throne, costs
with the guard of the Prophet’s tomb, the insurgentson almost any terms, if it
Fire damaged the Michigan Pulp
which will decide upon the appropriate were not for Spanish f>ridH, as negotia- England $200,000 a year, and still he is
Mills, located at Jackson, 815,000 worth stake ; L. Mann, Ionia, apparatus for
sum to be furnishedto the Sultan from tions must surely result to the disadvan- iudobfc.
hist week. The mills escaped total de- carbureting air ; A. Beausoleil, Alpena,
The Bunker Hill Monument Associathe treasure of Islam iu order to aid him tage of the Spaniards. The insurgents
struction.
twine-holder;W. McKenzie, Detroit, in the war against Russia. ; This treasjure not averse to negoti (ting peace pro- tion las elected Dom Pedro an honorary
William T. Rumney, Secretary of the gas-stove ; A. S. Skinner, Hastings, lu- ure is formed from those annual offervided autonomy with a sufficientforeign member.
Detroit Board of Trade, and formerly bricator; C. Johnston,Detroit, eye- ings of tlie pilgrims which are accumuThe King of Daly gets $2,850,000 a
guarantee l>e conceded. Sensible Cu*
United States Marshal of this distiict,
lated in the Kasbah of Mecca. These bans and some Spaniards say thev know year, nnd, like Wales, ho, too, is iu debt
died recently.
sepulchers, which serve ns offertory the dangers surrounding entire independ- and misery.
Remarkable Case.
Some one sheared the manes and tails
chests, are placed within the court of ence, and would prefer annexation to the
Harvard gives warning that after this
One of the most singular cases in the the mosque. Each pilgrim daily casts
of a span of valuable horses belonging
United States. When Martinez Campos year her boat crew will row against no
to George F. Jones, of Duplain, one annals of criminal law has just been into one of these a coin as an offering, arrived, eight months ago, with 30,000
other college crew than Yale’s.
decided by Judge Bingham of the Com- which constitutes the alms prescribed by
night recently.
men, the pacification of the island was
Baltimore received a 485-pound turPleiis Court of Columbus, Ohio. the Koran as one of the essential elements
The Pioneer Furnace, at Negaunee, mon
again promised at the end of the winter
tle from North Onrolinn, and calls it the
Some years ago Mrs. Sarah M. Victor of the merit of the pilgrimage, which
was tot ally destroyed by fire a few days
campaign, but the advantages gained by biggest one ever brought to that market.
was convictedin the Court of Cuyahoga every Mussulman should make, at least
.his assumption of the military command
ago. Loss, $35,000 to $45,000; partially
county, Oliio, of murder in the farst de- once iu his lifetime, to the tomb of the
COUNSEL.
•covered by insurance.
have been overbalancedbv the disadvan- Others will kiss you while your mouth Is red.
gree, having poisoned her brother,and Prophet. Accordingly every yeor about
Webb Cook, of Howard City, is to was sentenced to be hanged. The sen- 100,000 pilgrims come to Mecca, who so- tages. The state of the island is not bet- Denuty is brief. Cf all the guests who come
ter than last year at this time, and the While the lamp shines on flowers, and wine, and bread,
stay in the Detroit House of Correction tence was commuted by the Governor to
In time of famine who will spare a crumb?
journ there a month; consequentlya insurrection is strong as ever, the only
sixty days for brutally beating his little imprisonment for life. Since that time
Therefore, oh, next to Ood, I uray you keep
snmof at least 3,000,000 francs are annu- visible advantage gained during the winYourself as your own friend,the tried, the true.
girl because she returned home late from Mrs. Victor bus been confined in the
ally received in the offertory chests. ter campaign being less burning of plan- Hit your own watch— others will surely sleep.
school.
Weep your own tears. Ask none to die with you.
Ohio penitentiary. The prisoner grew Every pilgrim deposits in fact an offertations. The treasury of the island is —A irplrton*' for July.
A new apple destroyer is attracting tired of life under such circumstances, ing varying iu amount according to his
exhausted, and the daily publicationof
Philip P. Bliss, the author of “ Hold
attention in some parts of the State. It nnd spent the hours, many of them in means, but which in the average may be
the situation of the treasury is suspend- the Fort,” who was killed last Deis a large green worm, nnd preys directly solitary confinement, in constant weep- estimated as equivalent to 5 francs at
ed. Last year at this time gold stood at cember in the'greatOhio railroad disasing. In January, 1876, she mode an ap- least for every day, considering that
upon the apples instead of the leaves.
215, now it is 227. Very few Cubans ter, is to be honored by a London pubThe Democratic Judicial Convention plication to the courts to have the origi- there are rich Mussulmans whose offer- have taken advantage of the amnesty delisher. F. E. Longley is bringing ont a
for the Third District, held at An S able, nal sentence carried out, on the ground ings attain the amount of 100,000 france cree. They have no confidence in it. In
memoir and portraitof Mr. Bliss, an
that
she
had
not
consented
to
the
comWednesday, Juno 20, nominated Jonaduring tjjeir pilgrimage. It results here- general the state of affairs in the island
unusual tribute from that quarter of the
than B. Tuttle, of Alpena, as a candi- mutation. The case was without paral- by that the chief of Mecca receives on is languid, prostrate and disheartening.
world.
lel
in
history,
and
presented
itself
to
the
date for the office of Judge.
the average the value of 15,000,000 francs
court in the shape of a very knwtty prob- in annual offerings. One of the offertory
Mr. James Russell Lowell’s acceptNotice has been given to all penThe Anti-TurkishBeach.
lem. Judge Bingham, after having the chests was opened during the period of
ance of the Spanish mission will not be
nioners of the United States, whether
This is the image in Mr. Gladstone’s permitted to sever his connection with
matter under advisementfor eighteen the Russo-Turkish war in 1828. Several
army or navy, residing in the State of
months, rendered an opinion, holding large sums were withdrawn, but it was speech at Birmingham which the Lon- Harvard University.The Trusteeshave
Michigan, that after June 30, 1877, pendon Spectator says is finer than any refused to accept his resignation, prethat Mrs. Victor is, in law, an escaped
afterward again closed. A second chest
sions will be paid at the agency at Deprisoner after conviction,nnd issued an was again opened iu 1854 during the known in modern history. He is speak- ferring to fill the vacancy during his abtroit.
order to the Sheriff for her delivery to Crimean war, but the third has not been ing of the Armenians, the Bulgarians, sence. It is understood that the mission
Aboi’t forty men and boys charivaried
the authoritiesof Cuyahoga county to opened since 1415, during a period of the Servians, and the Greeks who re- was offered to Prof. Lowell in an autoa newly-marriedcouple in the town of
await action by the court of said county. now 462 years. Inasmuch as the annual sisted and broke the force of the Turk- graph letter by President Hayes.
Blumfield, Saginaw county, a few days
Attorney General Little, a legal ad- concourse of pilgrims has rarely fallen ish inundation which centuries ago
During the dividend periods of six
ago, and two of them got badly wounded
threatenedto overflow Europe, and says:
viser of the Warden of the penitentiary,
below
100,000,
it
is
conjectured
that
months
each, ending March 1 and Sept.
by a revolverin the hands of the bridesubsequently made an application to the with most liberal allowancesthe accumu- “ They were like a shelvingbeach which 1, 1876, 806 national bank's located in
groom.
Supreme Court for leave to file a petition lation of money in the last-named offer- restrained the ocean. That beach, it is the States and principal cities of the
true, is beaten by the waves ; it is laid
The Kruses shingle-mill at West Bay in error, which was granted, and a stay
Union charged off ns losses the- sura of
tory chest cannot be less than 250,000,000
desolate ; it produces nothing ; it be•City took tire from one of a row of three of vacation of Judge Bingham’s decision
$19,719,026.42,of which $6,879,759 ocfrancs, and it is fully believed that the
comes, perhaps, nothing but a mass of
ice-houses a few days ago and was was ordered until the case can be finally
curred in New York city banks, $395,302
total amount of the treasure of Islam
shingle, of rock, of almost useless seaentirely destroyed. The ice-houses heard. Mrs. Victor will accordingly rein Chicago banks, $1,598,872 in Boston
will exceed 600,000,000francs, and even
weed ; but it is a fence behind which
were badly damaged. Total loss, $0,000; main in the penitentiaryfor the present.
banks, $876,207 iu Baltimore banks, and
attain a much higher sum.”
the cultivatedearth can spread and esno insurance.
The opinion of high legal talent is to the
$619,701 in New Orleans banks,
cape the incoming tide ; and such was,
An ExtraordinaryDeath.
Two carpenters at work building a effect that Judge Bingham’sorder will
The first submarine cable was that
against the Turk, the resistance of Bulhouse at Jackson, recently,were pre- not be sustainedby the Supreme Court.
William Ogden Jones, a wealthy genlaid across the Strait of Dover, twentygarians,
of
Servians,
of
Greeks—
a
recipitated to the ground by the fall of a The case excites great interest in Ohio.
tleman residing with his wife and two
sistance iu which one by one they suc- seven years ago. It parted next day, and
scaffold. John Feathers struck on his
childrenat the corner of Broadway and
Treatment
of a Horse.
cumbed* with the single exception of the the first working cable was laid, in 1851,
head and was instantly killed. The
Fifty- second street,died on Wednesday
Three weeks ago a gentleman of this morning under extraordinary circum- ever-glorious mountaineers of Montene- on the same route. The network of cable
other man was unhurt.
gro, who have never succumbed.It was has now extended so far that, when Asia
•ity purchased a fine high-bred mare in
stances. Mr. Jones was 30 years o' age,
Ann Saunders, keeper of a hotel at
Boston, and, as she was being led to the and was the nephew of William B. Og- that resistance which left Europe able to is united to America by cabling the PaFlushing, horsewhipped Anthony Hudcific, the electric girdle around the world
depot in that city, she became frightened den. He was engaged in no business, but claim the enjoyment of her own liberty,
son, a minister of the gospel and leader
will be complete from east to west, as it
and started at full speed, coming in con- hod an income of $10,000 a year. Mr. and to develop her institutions and her
of the temperance movement, in the
now is between the north and south.
laws.”
tact first with a horse car and next with
Jones has foi two years been addicted to
streets of Flushing, a few days since,
a doctor’s chaise, and fell with great an excessive use of liquors. Last TuesWhen Frederick Douglass went to see
•claiming that he hod slanderedher.
An Aged Journalist.
violence upon the pavement, receiving a
his former master, Capt. Auld, the other
day
morning,
while
intoxicated,
he
went
Fire broke out in the Paris Hotel a severe bruise upon the top of the head,
“ Old men live in the past. My post day, Auld’s son-in-lawaddressed the visfew days since, destroying the building which would not heal. A Prussian phy- into the bath-room, locked the door, and was connected with the press. My life
itor as “Marshal Douglass.” “No,
and contents, the occupants barely es- sician, well known for his love of the turned on the hot water after lying down from 1811 to 1868 was passed as an opno,” expostulated the Marshal, “ I am
in
the
bath-tub.
He
had
been
in
the
caping with their lives. The building equine race, was consulted. Upon makprentice, journeyman, publisher, and Marshal Douglass in Washington ; here
room
about
ten
minutes
when
his
family
was owned and occupied by Elliot ing a careful examination of the wound
editor in printingoffices. These occu- let me be Fred Douglass again.” He
Oheney. Loss, $4,000
insurance, he was satisfied that some foreign sub- heard cries for assistance. They broke pations were eminently congenial Sixtysaid that he left Mr. Auld forty-one
open the door and found him submerged
. $1,200.
six years of constantlabor were cheered venrs ago, not because he loved Ctesar
stance was keeping the wound open, and,
in the water, having been unable to get
by aspirations which were graduallybut less, but because he loved Rome more.
A large black bear was lately seen in order to remove it, it was necessary to
out of the tub or turn off the stream of
ultimately realized. Industry and fidelity
leisurely surveying the Methodist camp- make a large incision. The foreign subboiling water. He was rescued from his
The value of bones imported annually
were, under the guidance of a kind Provimeeting ground at Petoskey, as though stance was found to be a part of the
perilous situation, and lingeredin great
into
England to be used for fertilizing
dence, abundantlyrewarded. And now
lie would select a site on which to pitch skull fractured and driven in upon the
agony until the next day, when he exthe
land is computed to lie $10,in
the
evening
of
life,
my
chief
employ. his tent. He was unceremoniously hur brain, the piece being about as large ns
pired. His family were very anxious to
ment consists in remembrances of the 000,000. They are obtained from Rusried off, however, before he had time to the first joint of a man's thumb. This
be spared the annoyance which would
sia, Germany, South America, and the
•stick his stakes.
was removed by a strong pair of dental ensue if the manner of his taking-off stirring events with which I have been
United States. Throughout Great Britconnected,
and
of
the
army
of
patriots
A gentleman of Hartford tried the forceps, and it was found necessary to were made public. They, therefore,
ain bones ore collected from every posand
devoted
friends
of
whom
I
cherish
experiment of planting flax seed in each chip off with a small chisel and mallet gave out that he died of congestion of
agreeable recollections — recollections sible source of supply. So valuable are
hill of potatoes, on two rows in the cen- other small points of injured bone, and the lungs. Some rumors of the real
saddened only by the reflectionthat most bones consideredin Germany that a
ter of a field of potatoes. Not a bug is also to remove, with a large file, the fact, however, reached the Coroner, and
of them have passed away. When I proverb there reads : “ One ton of bone
to be found where the flax is planted, rough edges of the wound in order he insisted upon an investigation and
published my first newspaper at Nor- dust saves the importation of ten tons of
that
it
might
readily
haal.
When
but on each side of the rows the potatoes
elicited these facts. It has been ruwich, Chenango county, there were about German corn.”
the larger piece of the bone was removed
wore covered with them.
mored that the deceased, in a drunken
sixty journals in the State. Of their
a small part of the brain came out also.
Dead dogs are really an odd kind of
freak, resolved to commit suicide in this
Capt. Bogardus, the famous wing
What
appears the most remarkable in manner, but the fact undoubtedly is pronrietors my friend Lewis H. Red- merchandise ; yet there is a firm in San
shot, was at Jackson, last week, anc
field, of Syracuse, is the only survivor.” Francisco whicli purchasesat 50 cents
this case, the animal made not the slightthat he was too overcome with the stupor
shot 49 out of 50 glass balls on a wager
So wrote Tlmrlow Weed to the New each the dogs slaughtered at the city
est resistance, but kept perfectly quiet,
of drink to help himself, and so boiled
• to shoot 45 out of 50. In the match of
York
Press AssociationConvention.
except a slight nod of the head when the to death. — New York World.
pound. The skins are removed and sold
100 to be shot in ten minutes, 101 ont o
to the tanners, the hair is disposed of to
chisel was struck. It appeared as if she
10-4 were shot in 6:51$. His (jnickes
St. Petersburg and Moscow.
Obituary— Robert Dale Owen.
thoroughly comprehendedwhat was bethe plasterers,and then the carcasses
time before was 100 in 7 :05, in Gilmore’s
Between 8t. Petersburg and Moscow are thrown into a great boiler, and there
ing done for her relief. The animal is
Robert
Dale
Owen,
of New Harmony,
Garden, New York, last March.
now recovering.—-Protutfcnce Journal, Ind., whose death occurred a few days there exists an antagonism of long stand- kept until the bones are separated from
At the annual meeting of the Michi
ago, has been known for many years os ing. Ever since its foundation 8t. Pe- the flesh, and these are sold to the sugar
gau Central, Railroad Company held at
Terrible Hatred.
an American author, but was, in fact, tersburg has striven to be a European refiners. The grease that rises to the
Detroit, the following directors were
A horriblestory of man’s inhuman ha- born in Glasgow, Scotland,being the city, and to adopt all the products of surface is made into cod-liver oil — at least
elected for the ensuing year : Moses tred for a fellow-creature* comes from
sou of Robert Owen, an English Social West European civilization.Moscow, so it is stated.
Taylor. Samuel Sloan, George F. Toll Maysville,Ky. Levi Ball had furnished
Reformer, whose place of nativity was on the contrary, strives to be distinctiveFishermen in China are called fish
man, John J. Aston, Isaac Bell, Rose the familv of' James C. Owens with sup- North Wales. Robert Dale came to ly Russian, and affectsto look down on
catchers,
and thej make a living by drawwell G. Rallston,New York ; Nathaniel plies to tne amount of $200, and, finding
America in 1823, accompanied by his her younger rival as a half-caste parvenu. ing fish with their hands from the richly
Thayer, Edwin Austin, Boston ; John it impossible to collect,brought a suit.
Abandoned by the imperial family and
father, and first became known as a
stocked lakes and rivers in the north of
Y. Barron, Concord, N. H.
Recovering a verdict, he levied on writer while editing a weekly news- the administration, she glories in her anThe Lumberman's Gazette contains Owens’ property, which was released on paper, the Free Enquirer, started in cient monuments and her ancient spirit the kingdom. The fish catcher wades
or swims iq water only deep enough to
letters from various parts of the Sttite a claimant’s bond, and on that Ball also New York by him, in 1828, and which and boasts that she stiil holds thefirst place
euable him to touch his feet at will. He
regarding the damage by forest fires. secured a judgment. These various lived three years. Since that time his in the veneration and love of the Russtrikes the surface violently with his
One lumberman concludes that one sea- proceedings aroused Owens to a pitch of home has been in New Harmony, from sian people. All Muscovites are more or
hands, scaring the fish to the bottom,
son’s supply of pine has been destroyed. madness, and he swore to kill Ball. which place he was sent to the Indiana ess imbued with this Platonic hostility
by keeping his feet moving he feels
On Thunder bay 3,000,000 feet were Every insult he could devise he cast Legislature ns a Representative three to the capital on the Neva, and love to then
them in the mud, and dives and brings
burned. In Clare and Huron counties upon his prospectivevictim to win some terms, and twice to Congress, as a Dem- reproach its inhabitants— the Ministers
up his prey.
the damage is light, but it is very heavy provocation,and finally he solemnly as- ocrat, serving from 1843 until 1847. Af- and other official dignitaries not excepted
irrevocable.
in Manistee.
serted his intention of pouring the con- ter this he devoted himself to writing, —with gross ignorance of Russia and the
BecauM It did cot yield me shade enough,
The Bay City Tribune says: “The tents of his shotgun, which he had and issued numerous works, mostly true Russian character;but when they
Because the time seemed long till fruit should be,
lumber shipments from the river for the charged with forty slugs, into Ball’s sys- upon subjects of reform, national and come to discuss the present and fnture I smote at root my floweringapple-tree
It was the fairest tree in my scant grove,
season to date were 111,084,067feet, or tem. A few davs ago ho met Ball and social. Becoming a believer in the of their country, they are by no mean* And fey with littlesound. I witched shore
And viewed it where it lay, content to see
•23,450,675 feet less than for the ccrre- commenced his abuse again, whereupon phenomena of Spiritualism,Mr. Owen unanimotiB. — London Examiner.
My earful handiwork,and angrily
sponding period of last year. Of the Ball fired four shots, mortally wounding devoted the closing years of his life to
I shook IU boughs, and plucked the leaves thereof;—
A
Yery
Sound
Opinion.
his
vindictive
enemy.
On
his
death-bed
shipments this year Bay City is credited
that subject up to two or three years
Poor leave* that never a deep shadow made,
Yet were so fair! I dropped them, one by one ;
Language from Mr. Sherman S. Jewwith 71,888,319feet. The Michigan Salt Owens went into convulsions at the sug- since, when he became insane, and was
And then I wept, forwhat I cannot say.
Association reports the salt shipments gestion that he must die before killing sent to a private asylum. Recovering ett, Presidentof the American Stove
Unless my heart conjectured of seme day
Makers’
Association:
“The
newspaper
the
object
of
his
hatred,
and
when
he
When I should stand alone, and no such shade
from the river for the season at 300,000
after several months of confinement, he
Should
interpose between me and the snn.
recovered he exacted with his dying again returned home, but abstained as is universally the best medium open to
“barrels.
—Philip liourkeUortlon.in Scribnerfor July.
Otto Leuschnbr,the defaulting breath a solemn oath from his 17-year- much as possible from dwelling upon our trade. The most liberal and exEnglish shippers and underwritersare
pert advertiserstestifyto its value, and
\ bank teller,was sentenced, in the Oir- old son that he would never rest until he the subject which is supposed to have
had
sent
Ball
to his grave. Upon the caused Ins mental malady. His health in the employment of its columns ir becoming nervous over the frequent loss
* cuit Court at East Saginaw, a short time
would find means of escape from waste of vessels by spontaneous combustion of.
ago, to fonr months in the Detroit House trial of Ball for the shooting,he was broken, death soon followed.
ful, undignified,and ineffectivemethods coal. Every year large numbers of coalpromptly acquitted.
of Correction,and to pay a flue of $800,
Internal-RevenueReceipts.
to which so many now resort in their laden vessels are posted at Lloyds as
or, in lieu thereof, eighteen months
The receipts of internal revenue for eager desire to secure attention and pat- missing, with all hands, and it is difficult
There
are
in
the New Hampshire
longer in the House of Correction. No
to avoid the conclusion that they have
Legislature 163 farmers, 36 merchants, the fiscal year ending the 30th of June, ronage. "—CincinnatiTimes.
less than five indictments— four for embeen burned in mid-ocean, and not a
17 lawyers,17 manufacturers, 6 black- reach $119,000,000. Last year they
bezzlement and one for forgery— hung
A young lady had coquetted until the human being preserved to relate the
smiths, 9 lumber merehants, 7 machin- were $117,000,000. The increase of
over his head.
ists, 4 physicians,5 butchers, 5 drug- $2,000,000is largely owing to the break- victim was completely exhausted. He causes. The figures show that 1,155
William Woodbridge Backus, a gists, but only 2 journalists.
ing up of illicitdistilling and to the rose to go away. She whispered, as she lives have been lost, and a tonnage of
prominent citizen of Detroit and grandmore vigorous collectionof the whisky accompanied him to the door, “I shall 80,000, representing87.000 tons of coal,
•eou of the late ex-Govemor Woodbridge,
Ad vice to too many people— Howjto tax. The estimate of receipts for the be at home next Sunday evening.” “So has been destroyed, 'tnrounh the spon•died a few dayi ago, after being an inva- make home happy— leave it.— PuneA.V_ present year was $120,000,000.This hall I,” he replied. .
taneous combustion of coal at sea.

county, was instantly killed

recently

Normandv.
Patents were granted to Michigan inventors for the week ending June 27 as
follows: A. Rodgers, Muskegon, headblocks for saw-mills;same, frictionwheels for saw- mills ; T. Draney, Bay
City, devices for extracting mud from
steam engines: W*. H. Merritt and T.
A. Eckenfels,Manistee, towel-rack ; J.
F. W. Fawcett, Cedar Springs,windowblinds ; S. D. Bonner, Newaygo, corner-

glasses.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, July

7tii, 1877.

A DELIGHTFUL TEIP.

The

project of draining the Zuider

MORTGAGE SALE.

Zee

(8)

day of May. one ihonsaud eight hundred and

the first part, and GljsbrethtStein, of Allegan.
County of Allegan, and State of Michigan,party
A trip to Kalamazoo this* week gave us across the gulf, and upon it engines are to of
the second part, and roc rded in the office of the
1.716,000,000gallons a
Six- Heclster of Deeds, in and for the County of Ottaw a
an idea of the crop prospectsalong the
and State of Michigan, on the eleventh 'll) day of
route.
promises abundant and teen years will be consumed in emptying May, A. D.
0. 18,4.
1874. at two o’clock in the afternoon of
cutting had commenced; corn looks well, the enclosure. The area is 500,000 acres, said day, tn Llher **Y,” of morigageH, on pui/e five
hundred and
And whereas,there
the estimated cost of draining is li* now claimed to be <fue and unpaid at thii date
hut is small in most places; oats look
pn said second instalment of oaid indentureof
good; barley looks splendid; hay looks $07,000,000.The engineers are confident mortgage the anm ol one hundred and twenty-aix
well, but is not heavy, and potatoes prom- that 430,000 acres will be suitable for agri- dolWr# and clghty-one cent#. r$t2<.81)for principal
and interest; And where**, the aald Indentureof
culture. The price for nn acre will aver- mortgagecontains a condition that as often as any
ise an abundance.
proceedings is taken to foreclose the same by virA visit to the ‘'Asylum foi the Insane age $800.
tue of the power of sale therein containedthe sum
of twenty pJU) dollars shall be paid by the party of
opened up for our view an institutionof
Capt. James Eads has made a lengthy the first part to the party of the second part as a
which this State may justly feel proud.
reasonable attorney’s or solicitor’#fee, ami all the
report to the South Pass Jetty company legal costs and charges ot such foreclosureand sale
leel under obligations to Dr. Hurd, in
in
case proceedingsshall he taken to foreclose the
of St. Louis, which covers almost the ensame, and no suit at law or chancery having been
charge of the male department,for showtire operations at the South pass since institutedto recover said debt or asry part thereof,
ion us the whole plan of construction and
Aom>. therefor, noticeis furebj/ given, that try virtue
work on the jetties was begun.
re- of the power of sale containedIn said mortgage
operation
thjs vast hospital. This
sults as staled by Capt. Ecads are as fol- and of the statute in such case made and provided,
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale ot
(male) part was added to the Asylum a
lows: Our works were began two years the mortgagee premises, or so much thereof as Is
couple of years ago accordingto the plan
necessary to satisfy the amount due on said mortago in nn unused outlet of the Mississippi gage
for principal and interest of said Installment,
of Dr. E. II.
Deusen, the doctor in
river, and have necessarily disturbed the said attorney’sfee. and he legal costs and expenses
of foreclosureand sale allowed by law, at public auccharge of the entire institution. The unregimen governing the outflow to the sea tion or vendue to the highest bidder on the tentn
derground arrangements for ventilation
day of September A. 1). 1877, at twelve o'clock
loan enormous volume of water, but the (10)
at noon of said day, at the front door of the
and waterworks,are so extensive and comCounty
Court House, in the City of Grand Haven,
theories upon which they were based have
plete in their operation and effect that they
In said County of Ottawa and Stats of Michigan,
been fully vindicatedby ‘he results pro- that bein''the place for holding the Circuit Court
constitute quite a feature aside from treatduced, and it is
manifest tiiat entire for said County. Said mortgaged premises to bo
sold are described in said mortgage as follows,to
ing patients up stairs. It gives the auth: All that certain piece or parcel of land.
land, sitand complete success will reward our la- wii:
uate3 In the City of Holland, in the Comity of Otorities complete control of air and atmosbors.
tawa and State of Michigan, and describee as folphere, through all changes of the weather,
lows, to wit: Lot numbered five aud the west
enables them to keep the institutionfresh
Mixistkhs should remember that the fourth part of lot numbered four In Hlock fifty
eight (58) In the village (now citv)of Ho. land, in
and clean, and give patients just such weather is growing very warm, and the the Comity of Ottawa and State "of Michigan, according to the recorded map of the same.

pump

1

Of

-

make some curious estimates in connection with the enterprise.
A dam 24% miles long is to be carried
civil engineers to

of

day.

And

BOYS’

thirty

We

Is

GOODS,
’
of

CLOTHING

BOSMAN,

sive of all the departments,in which the

reach the desired object. The construction of the buildings are of the most solid
character, well flnisheil, arranged in pleasant halls and

rooms. The

patients are all

graded and treated systematically.The
halls and rooms are cheerful—all seemed

and happy, and we can write no
than to

satisfied

belter encomium on the doctors

quote the words that come from the lips of

those that have been cured, under their

Hats & Caps

Give us

care, viz:

“We

can't wish for a better

place.” The grounds are very large, well

Great Variety.

in

and see our

n call

W.

J.

Holland, M*y

shaded, and handsomely laid out. A hothouse is near to the female department, in
which

a great variety

of flowers are

culti-

vated under the cure of an experienced
florist. The institutionhas its own water-

works, which forces the water to every

20,

BOSMAN.

187(1.

42-ly

room where

it is

wanted. Bath rooms

are provided with hot and cold water, and

every arrangement

to carry off dirt

seems

complete. It contains a handsome

little

chapel, with a fine organ, for icligiouswor-

Of

(ill

kinds and sizes.

—

o-

InsdMptions cut in both the
English & Dutch languages.

('has. Sr/unidt (C Jiro.
77 CANAL STREET.
GRAND RAPIDS MICH.

14-ly

To the Red Ribbon
Having opened a

A Whole

Men!

TEMPERANCE

RESTAURANT,
Next door to G. Van Putten’s Store, we would
respectfully call the attention of the Public to
the lacilities we offer them in all kinds of refreshmonts aud eatables,>uch as

Lemonade, Ice Cream, CanHerring,

dies, Cigars,

Hot

Coffee
--AND

and Tea

—

MEALS AT ALL HOURS.
MRS. SOPHIA BARNIER.
Holland, Mich., May

MORTGAGE SALE.

From the Asylum we went to Mountain
Home Cemetery— as beautiful a grave yard
one can well imagine— the shrubbery is

Manirtl.
BORIE-WINTERS—On

the 4th day of July. 1877,

evidently under the very best supervision,

by Isaac Fairbanks, Esq., at Holland Citv. Mich.,

and shows a remarkable display of fine
taste. Among the finest monuments we
found that of Den Bluyker. One grave

both

seemed

to us

neglected—that of

‘-old

Mm.

gov-

£))CMl

abruptlyas we have to stop this

O. J. A.

the impression made upon us
by the beautiful Village of Kalamazoo,
its institutionsand its surroundings will

PESSINK.

article, but

sficir

M’crti'ScmcnG.

be a lusting one.

House and two

lots For Sale.

aware
state,

will be sent to

market

in Del-

in the natural

owing to lack of means of transpor-

tation,and the great excess of the supply

demand. Last year experiments
were made in drying the fruit by intense
over the

pensive machinery being

used. A bushel

of peaches contains two gallons of water,
which can be driven out
evaporation;and the

in a few hours

slices, when

by

brought

into contact with water again, are found
to be not materially altered in

taste. Eu-

rope Is the market to which the dried
peaches are to be sent.

When

the

Queen of Holland was dying

she uttered a prophecy with respect to the

1877.
F.

Holland, June

25,

HUMMEL.
20-2\v

Administrator's Sale.
TN

the matter of the estate of Frederick Van
JL Den Beldt, deceased. Notice is hereby given
that I shall sell at public auction, to the highest
bidder, on Wednesday the eighteenthday of July,
A. D. 1877, at two o’clock tn the afternoon, on the
premisesherein described In the Township of Holland. in the County of Ottawa, in the State of
Michigan, pursuant to license and authority
granted to me on the twenty-eighth
day of May. A.
D. 1877, by the Probate Court of Ottawa County,
Michigan,all of the estate, right, title and interest of the said deceased, of. In and to the real estate ritnated and being In the Connty of Oitawa,
in the State of Michigan,known and described as
follows,to-wit; All that certain piece or parcel of
land particularlydescribed as follows; commencing at a point two (2) rods south, and six (6) rods
West of the North-east corner of the North east

-

country. She said: ‘‘You
w ill never see another Queen of Holland,
and a Republic will not take my place. I

; it is not

ful that Leopold is anxious and
ening bis fortifications.

is

3033 E1I02A7W33;1840 FA3E3 Q7A2T3.

Four Pages Colored Plates.
A whole library in itself.
Invaluable in a Family.
{3P“Now contains twenty-five jmr cent, more
matter than any other one volume English Diction
ary published in this countryor Great Britain.

Willis.Saxo. Ellhu Burritt,Daniel Webster,
Unfa# Chou'e. H. Coleridge. Smart. Horace Mann,
PresidentsWnolsey, Wayland. Hopkins,Nott,
Walker, Anderson, [more than fifty College Frostdents in all,] and the best American and European
scholars.

“Indispensableto every stndent of the English
language."—JL II. Waite, Chid Justice United

WM

wonder-

sale In case proceedings shall be taken to forclose
the same, and no suit nt law or chancery having
been instituted to recover said debt or any part
hereof. Now. thehfore, notice is hereby given, that
by virtue of tue power of sale containedIn said
mortgage and of the statute in such case made and
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a
sale of the mortgaged premises, or so mnch there
of as is necessary to satisfy the. amount due on
said mortgage for principal and interestof said Installment, said attorney’* fee, and the legal costs
and expenses of foreclosure and sale allowed by
law, nr public auction or vendne, to the highest bidder on the Tenth (10) day of September, A. u. 5877. at
one o’clock in the nftei noon ol said day, at the front
door of the County Court House, in the City of
Grand Haven, In said County of Ottawa, and state
of Michigan, that being the place for holding the
Circuit Couri for said County; Said mortgaged
premisesto be sold are described in said mortgage
a* follows, to wit: All that certain piece or parcel of land, situateJn the City of Holland,in the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,and described as follows, to wit; Lot numbered five (5)
and the west fourth part of lot numbered four (4) in
Block fifty eight (58) in the >11 age, (now city) of
Holland, in the County of Ottawa, and State of
Michigan,according to the recorded map of the

same.
Dated, Hollahd, Michigan,June 8th, A. 1). 1877.

ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN, Assignee.
Howard & McBride, AlCyifor Assignee.

Holland, Mich.,

W. G.

pill

2f>,

1877.

BEEUWKE8.

F.

BEROHUIS.

P.

This is to certifythat after p treatmentof four
weeks bv Dr. Bosisio our six-year old daughter,
who lor nearly two venrs has been lame aud deprived of the use of her limbs, has so far recovered
that she cun walk on crutches and is steadily improving.

G. V N SCHELVEN
Holland, Mich., prll 27, 1877.
Bio Rapids,Sept. 26th, 1876.
Tills is to certifythat I have been blind for the
nast seven years also been troubledwith dropsy.
I have tried ten of the best physicians in the Stale
but they did me no good. Under the treatmentof
Dr. Bosisio, nt the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of Ins
peacli branch medicine,and am improving rapidly
every day.
Yours Rcpectfully,
M US. ELL' MARSH LL.

Fkemont Center, Mich., March 22, 1877.
This Is to certify that I have been suffering from
chills and fever for 3 month*; cured with one bottle of Dr. Buslsio’smedicine.

ICKERSON.

have been suffering w ith fever and ague for 13
months; have employed numerous physicians but
derived no benefit.Was cured with 3 bottles ol
Dr. Boslslo’* peach branch medicine.
Respectfully t j HACKERSON.
I

In behalf of Dr. Bosisio. I will say that mv
daughterhas been sick with fever and ague for six
months; hive tried a great many different medicines but with the same result.— Procuredsome of
Dr. Bosisio’s medicine,and after taking bottles
of

it

she was entirelycured.

havebeen troubled with the ague for 11 months;
nave tried every kind ol medicinethat I could get,
.mt could Dot get anything to help me. Heartmi
of Dr. Bosisio I sent to him for some medicine,
a nd alter taking one bottle 1 am entirelycured.
Yours Respectfully,

CECHINNE NTINE.
Jewett St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Had catarrh five year# and fever and ague tlm-o

months. Employednumerous

physicians, but re
in

MISS NNIE BAUTHER.
have been sick and sufferingwith a sore throat
for the past five years. I have tried numerous
physicians, but could find no relief until I employed
Dr. Bosisio, and after taking tour bottles of hi*
peacli branch medicine, since three weeks under
I

hi* care, I feci as well as ever

I

did.

Your true friend,

SUS N BILEY.
I.

NGELINE TROYLEY.
Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July 25, 1876.
T had been sufferingftom catarrh for four years.
I have been treated by four different physicians
during the time but derived no permanent’benefit.
After being under the care of Dr. Bosisio nve days,
and having taken five bottles of his peach branch
medicine,1 am feeling perfectly cured, xml grateInllv recommendhim to all personssuffering with
catarrh.

MISS

LICE ROWE.

Sick with consumption for ten years. Cured in
two week* by using 10 bottles of Dr. Bosisio'*

peach branch medicine.

H

NS HNSE N.

year#. Have
the best doctors in the State and could find no
relief. Procured the services of Dr. Bosisio, and
in three week* felt perfectly well. My wife was
sick five years with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numerous physicians, but found no relief.
Was cuied in five 'Weeks by Ur. Bosisio.

Had long disease and dropsy

for fonr

tried

Yours respectfully,

JOHN BALDWIN.
Baldwin, Mich.. July 15th, 1876.
I have been troubled with catarrhin its worst
form s/or about six years. I have tried different
physicians and patent medicines,but derived no
benefit. After taking five bottlesof Dr. Bosisio’.
peach branch medicine, I am happy to say I am as
well as ever.

MIKE O’BRIEN.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does

runningsore for three years; mod in nine
days by using Dr. Bosisio's pouch branch medicine.
Had

a

a

THE

City Hotel,
E.

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

Fine Building Site For Sale.
twine a part of the North-eastquarter of the
North-west qnarujrof section,thirty-three(:B)
of sale Terms matle known at time and place

strength-

ISAAC MARSILJE, Administrator.
Dated: June

2nd, A. D. 1877.

_

rpHE

East 45 feet of Lot

Block 38. Situated

_

A A. Steketue’s General Store, on Eighth
Inqntre
Inqi
of

itolland, April 7, 1877.

_

5 in

II.

f

After many efforts in the course of the Inst three
years, with severalphysicians, for the cure of weak
eyes, we callen in the services of Dr. Boalsio, who
cured my daughter’s eyes in two weeks.

Monti

in

a

writ

general Banking, Exchange, and Col
L. OLSON.
States.
lection business. Collections made on all pointThe HighestAuthority in Great Britain at well as in the United States and Europe. Part icular alien
Had soro eves 12 years: employed a great many
in the United States.
tlon paid to the collections of Bn
Banks and Bankers physicians, but received no benefit. Dr. Bosisio
"Tho but pnctieilIngllth Siotimry ix*.»nt.”— Remittances made on day of payment, All bust- cured me in one mouth.
ness entrusted to me shall nave prompt atten
London Quarterly He view, Oct. 1878.
JENNIE SNI ER.
tion Interest allowed on time deposits,
subject
de
ALSO
to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought
Bio Rapids,Sept. 26, 1876.
and sold. Ticket#to and ftom all points In Europe
This Is to certify that I have been stek for the
Pictoriil Dictiom, sold at my office.
past five years, having tried twelve of the best docH)5 tf
800 Engravings; 1010 Pages Octavo.
N. KENYON.
tors tn the State, but ttiey could do nothing forme.
Publlthid by 0. ft 0. HSBBIAU, Sprhfflild, Kill.
1 commenced nnder the treatment of Dr. Bosisio,
an Italian physician,last week, and In twelve
Webster’s Abridgments.
hours got up and left my bed. Respectfully,
MRS. H. HUN.
-^ec. hbMid by nriSON, BLAX1MAK, TAYLOSftCO , N T.
Webster’sPrimary School Dictionary , 904 Kngrav’s
I have been troubled with sore eyes and dyspepCommon School
274 “
sia for the past five years. Have tried several
High
297 “
doctors
but have found no relief. I procured
844 “
Dr. Bosisioand after taking one bottle of hi#
Counting
“ with unmerons
peach branch medicine I feel perfectly well.
illustrationsand many valuabletables uot to bo
found elsewhere.
WILLIM STOWE .

which the former would be beaten and the
bad affair for Belgium

msil’s iMIDffl.

by

Price. $5

recovering from a serious illnesswish to make
a few remarks in behalf of Dr. Bosisio, who has
been my faithful physician until I am entirely out
of danger. I was attended by two of the leading
physiciansin Fremont, who’ held a consultation,
with the decision that I conld not survive more
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, than one hour from the time of their meeting.—
on the third tiki] day of May, A. D., J877, atone Dr. Bosisio brought me entirelyout of danger in(I) o’clock in the afternoon of said day, in side of 24 hours, and in three days was on my feet
Liber **4, of Mortgages, on page two "hun- again.— To the Dr. I am indeed very grateful.
dred and ninety eight, (298). And whereas,
mks. m ry j. Shooter.
there is now claimed to be due, and unpaid at this
It
is
with
pleasure
that I make this statementin
date, on said third Installment of snjd indenture of
Mortgage,the sum of one hundred and seventeen regard to a serious illnessfrom which 1 have just
and 42-100 dollars,(Jt 17 42-100,) for principal and recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to be con
interest. And, whereas, the said Indenture of fined, and engaged one of the fir-t physiciansof
Mortgagecontains a condition that os often ns any Fremont to attend me; my case being nn uncomproceedingis taken to foreclose the same by virtue mon difficult one. I got no encouragement from
of the power of sale therein contained,the sum him.— 1 then culled n second one, who with nearly
of twenty fft) dollars slia’.l be paid by the party of the same result, discouraged me to such an extent
the first part to the party of the second part ns a that I was driven into fits. At last I called Dr.
reasonable attorney’s or solicitor’s fee, aud all the Bosisio. who relieved me of the child and all pain
legal costs and charges of such foreclosure and and danger; to him I owe my slncejc thank*.

r

/d

“
“
School “
“ Academic
“
“
House

She believedthat there would be a fresh

occupy Holland. This would be

!

**

forsee disastrous calamities for France*”

latter

'-2:

O

future of her

war between France and Germany,

HOWARD.

C ITI ATBD on the Corner of Maple and Eleventh
The sale is 23 times as great as the sale of any
street. A good cellar under the house. The
o her large Dictionary.
lots contain all kinds of fruit trees, in bearing,
More than 30.000 copies have been placed in the
such as Apples. Fears. Peaches, Plumbs, Crab
public schools ol the United States.
Apples, Cherries,Grapes, Rraspherrles,StrawReccommendedby 28 State Superintendentsof
berries, Gooseberries, and all kinds of flowers.
School*.
Good high fences are around the premises.The
t3T*Wnrmly reccommendedby Bancroft. Pres
whole can be bought cheap for cash, or part cash,
and the remainderon time. Tttleclear. Inqntre of cott. Motley, Geo. P. Marsh, llalleck, Whittier,

heat, and this year that branch of the busi-

ness will be prosecutedextensively, ex-

M. D.

Town-

A NATIONAL STANDARD.

All accounts agree that the peach crop
Not one third of the immense yield

42-tf
/f

State. Certainly Kalamazoo has nut
Candies, Oranges, Lemons, Nuis, Slindforgottenher old governor,if the State
ines, Sardines, Salmon. Lobsters, Cove
has?
Oysters and all delicacies, we have a new
Time, waiting for nobody, called us stock just received.

will be larger this year than ever before.

of this
40 acres of unimprovedland in the
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of

Please copy.]

this

as

this

Mr. launderSorlo to Miss Libbie A. Winters,
(of Manlius, Mich. [Kalamazoopapers

ernor” Ransom, the seventh governor of

home

for Sale.

splendid clay
city. Near church
nt a Bargain, 30 acres
land is partiallyimproved. Also

from
and school house,
soil, six miles

detail.

as

Farm

D.

"I'\EFAVLT having been made in the conditions ceived no benefit. Dr. Bosisiocuied my ague
hour*, ami my catarrh in three weeks, with
iJ of payment (of the third instalment)of a 21
peach branch medicine.

less. ^

I will sell eighty acres of

he sent C. O.

Hebcr Walsh, Holland. 2. M. W. Beecher.
New Baltimore. 8. A. R. Foster, Otsego. 4. Chu*.
W. Johnson, Holly. 5. J. K. & S. McFinloy,Niles.
6. J. F. Hofman, llubbnrdson. 7. E. S. Dunham,
GraudvilD,Kent Co. 8. Arthur Veitch, May F O..
Tuscola Co. 9. Kerkwood Bros., Ispheming. L.
S. 1ft. Louis Meyet, No. 519 12th «(., cor. Galena
Milwaukee, Wis.

538

!

McBride,
Mortgagees.

will

perdoz., $8 per half doz. Not less than a half doz.

1st, 1877.

certain indenture of mortgage, daiodon the eighth
t8th) day of May, A. I). 1874. made and executed
by John A. Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of
Holland, County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, of
east quarter of the north-east quarter of section the first part. Gijsbrecht Stein, of Allegan, of the
twenty three (£1) in township five (51 north of range Comity of Allegan, and State of Michigan,of the
fifteen [LV| west, excepting the Village of New second part, and recorded in the office of the Reg*’ Tannery property so-called,
" '
Groningen and the
i» and lor the County of Ottawa and
conveyed by Albert Horgers and Albert Nijmeljer, 1 Mft,e of Michigan, on the eleventh (I It h) day of
agents, to August Jansen, by Deed, executed Sep- 1 May, A. I). 1874. at two o'clock in the afternoon"f
gagts on pag<
temher 14tli, 1853. containing bv computation i ’‘“id day in Liber ‘-Y” of mortgages
page five
I
twenty-three acres of land more of
1 hundred
,- '1 and
— -J thirty-five(.W) which third instalment of said indenture of mortgage was on tfe
Giund Haven. Mich.. June 19th. 1877.
fifth (5) day of March, A. D. 1871 duly assigned by
HENDRIK LAXNING, and
said Gijsbrecht Stein to I. O. Hofhuan,<>f Allegan,
ALBERT RIDDERING.
Michigan, said assignment was recorded in the
Geo. W.
Mortgagees.
Attorney for
ilMJw office of the Register of Deeds In and for

“

It

MRS. II RRINGTON.

New Discovery

make the inmates feel contented, and bring lingering diseases of the throat and lungs,
their mind back to nn orderly, quiet train Dr. King’s New Discovery has no equal
and lias established for itself a world wide
of thoughts. A large garden is attached
reputation. A great many of our leading
to the ornamental grounds, in which the physicians recommend and use It in their
inmates can labor if they chose, when practice. The formula from which it is
sufficientlyrecovered, and in which some preoared is highly recommended by all
medical journals. The clergy and the
of them take quite a delight. The whole
press have complimentedit in the most
institution is admirably arranged and effi- glowing terms. Go to your druggist and
ciently handled, and it would occupy too get a trial bottle free of cost or a regular
much of our space to give a minute de- size for $1.00. For sale by Wm. Van
Putten also J. O. Doesburg, Holland,
scription of the different departments in
Michigan.

older If they have it not nn hand; or

Ing to the Doctor

I

many volumes, and
hacking cough, tickling in the throat, me County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
we may say everything that can tend to Hoarseness,Sore throat and all chronic or known and describedas follows, viz: The southship, has a library of

will

CHS.

book

Dr. King's

Hearburn,Catarrh, Fevers, etc.

This remedy can bo procured from druggists, who

Holland, Mich., April 26, 1877.
It is a pleasure to Inform you, that my wife, who
has been confined to her sickbed for years, has
so far recoveredher health and strength Unit she
is enabled to enjoy her out-doorwalks regularly
after having been treated by Dr. Bosisio three
weeks. This Improvement is steadily going on,
and we have reason to hope for a further cure.

its ant

room.

up

cure

Com-

plaint,Diseases of the Lungs, Dyspepsia,Dropsy,

SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.

CHAS.

1

may
hymn

the following diseases, viz: Sore Eyes, Liver

Goods.

“suspicion”was given the other evening Bergers ami Janna Borgers. of Holland,in

A man

extract

will

Druggists in Michigan:

U

human

an

and

1.

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

October, A. D. 18<W, made and executed by Albert
the
County of Ottawa and Stare of Michigan,parties
in Parisian drawing
“It is a senti- rf the rtr*t part, and Hendrik Canning and Albert
ment,” said the speaker, “which incitesus Riddering, of Zeeland.Ottawa County, Michigan,
parties of the aecond part, recorded in the office
to se irch for something which we do not of the RegUfer of Deeds in and lor the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,on thetithday of Januwish to find.”
ary, A. 1). 1870. nt 8 o’clock In the forenoonof said
day in Liber “T” of Mortgages,on page 84. And
whereas, there is claimed to be due ami unpaid at
Library.— In presenting a this date the sum of three hundred ana sixty
young friend with Webster’sUnabridged and 55-IOOths dollars for principal and interest;
and whereas, the said mortgage contains a condiDictionary, we have given him a whole lib- tion that when any proceedingsshall be taken to
said mortgage by virtue of the power of
rary— the most remarkable and complete foreclose
sale in said mortgage contained, the sum of ten
dollars
ns
an attorneyor solicitor’sfee shal! be
compendium of
knowledge ever
paid by the party of the first part to the party of
published in a single volume.
the second part, aud all the legal costs and charges
such foreclosure and sale in case proceedings
purchase a Bible first, and then a of
shall be taken to foreclose the same, and. no suit
book, if he is inclined to psalm at Law or in Chancery having been instituted to
recover said debt or any part thereof. Now Theresinging, but the third
should be fore. no\ke i* hereby given that by virtue of the
Webster’s Unabridged, as it will proven power of sale contained in said mortgage, and of
the itatute in such case made and provided, the
great fountainof intellectual light, and said mortgage will be foreclosed,by a sale if the
mortgaged premises,or so much thereof as i«
will be worth a hundred times its cost to necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
any family that pretends to keep
with mortgage, for principal and interest,sni.l attorney
fee, mid the costs and expenses of foreclosureand
the civilization of the a^c.— Industrial Aye. sale allowed by law, at public autlon or vendue to
the highest bidder, on the 18th LAY 0Y SEPTEMBER,
A. D. 1877. nt 1 o'clock in the afternoon of said
day, at the front door of the County Court House,
in the City of Grand Haven, in said County of OtFor the speedy cure of Consumption and tawa ami State of Michigan,that being the place
all diseases that lead to it, such as stub- for holding the Circuit Court lor said County. The
born Coughs, neglected Colds, Bronchitis, said mortgaged premises to he sold are described
in said mortgage ns follows, to wit: All of that
Asthma, pain in the side and chest, dry certain
piece or parcel of land being situated In

tree,

For Sale at the Following

now

best labor-savingmachinery is used to

from the branches of jhe peach

sold to any one.

I

j

Boslslo. July 1st, 1870. This remedy is

Sick Headache,

MERCHANT TAILOR.

Van

treatment as they need with a view to a same congregation which sits delighted
Dated, Holland, Mich., June 8th, A. D. 1877.
cure. The arrangements for cooking and through two and one-half hours of a fiveMARY STEIN,
Executrix of th> last Will and Testament
feeding a small army are admirably adapt- act comedy can’t possibly endure more
of G\)4rrecht Stein, d cased.
ed for its use and constant enlargement. than twenty five minutes of sermon and a
HOWARD & McDKIDK, AtUjt for Executrix.
The laundry,no small cousidcrationin three-minute prayer. There is a limit
such an institution,is worked with ma- even to human endurance.— A>.
Mortgage S«le.
TNEPAULT having been made In the condition"
chinery, and is perhaps the most extenof a certain mortgage dated the 41)1 day of
A definition of the meaning of the word

A new medicine discoveredby Dr. Alexander

1

7

a fine lot

offered very cheap at

3. W.

The

of

N0TICET0 THE PUBLIC.

kinds of

all

Column.

Arrival

SUMMER

Wheat

and

Dr. Bosisio's

A Hew

for the purpose of reclaiming laud for pvE FAULT having been made in the conditions
\ J
of payment (of the second institlltnnut) of a
agricultural purposes has stimulated the
certain indenture of mortgage,dated on the ighth

WaslingtoB Str„ •

• Grad

Safes,

M

CONSULTATION FREE,
No. 29, Ninth Street,

street.

DOESBURG.
First-Class Accommodations.
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Residence of A. Westveer.

Detailed news from

lotting

Hab vesting has

Nkw

potatoes are plenty and cheap. _
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Out of seventeen tugs

An

Buftalo only

at

'

Black and

fairly

The

Common

Council

A Fond duLoc Nimrod

put new plue plank

L

-
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A politician who was
A son of Mr. J. Koning had one of his

for equality

last

Two
on

in

'a

all things,

-

that is just as

it

And

-

IN

—

—

-

graduated from West Point, has been

--

----

place

To those interested we would

call their

attention to page 207 of the Public Acts,

of

0.

1877, Section

Tills act prohibits the

sale of intoxicating liquorson election day,

and a penalty.

of Weden 0‘Neal, removed.

at Holland, Michigan, July 5, 1877:

fice

and

While

DUURSEM

Goodin.

had the misfortune to cut

By the Public Acts of 1877, we have a
left foot almost off with an axe, last week. new feature in the elections. It can be
1 (e was taken to this city ftnd Dr. Schouten
found on page 2.17, and is worth the pur-

dressed the ghastly

his

wound.

y

The famous mare Flora Temple is yet
is 82 years old. She
is petted by the hostlers at her home in
Chesnut Hill, Pa., but is little more than

a

A little

We

and
.....

cut the grass, produce a better sod,

The

latest

war news from Europe

is

con*

ing her

girl in Clinton 111., was teach-

little

W-A-ISTTEID.

suddenly called out: “Pray for sirup, too,
t for the present, but on the Danube the
The lady teachers of the public school Russians are making steady progress.
sistoi; pray for sirup, too.”
—
—
made a present to Prof. Downie of a hand- Unhappy France seems to be once more
Lieutenant General Sheridan, accom
some album, containing their photographs,

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at

-

the highest market prices.

ingering over a politicalvolcano.

as a

token of esteem held

memento of

him, and

for

pnnied by

as a

ids staff, have started from

Chi

go

sociations during the term just closed.

to foreign parts since the days of

Frank

in the Indian country as far as the Custer

Pierce. Of the 19 presidents, Washing-

battle field. General Crook will join the
have been requestedto give notice ton, Madison, Jackson, Harrison,Tyler, party at Omaha. General Sherman is
to the public that on next Sunday, and Polk, Taylor, Lincoln ajad. Johnson never going to the Yellowstone next month.
thereafter, the weather permitting,religA crossed the ocean. Those-who visited for-

We

--

ties, one-fifthof

per on his land, forty rods southeast of

would produce 80.000,000 bushels of grain.

more, Pierce aud.Buchanan.

--

his pier.

They were sitting
arduously thinklhg

together,

what to

about four miles southeast from here,

fell

finally he burst out in this

from

am

this land

hay on the barn floor

a load of

dislocated his hip, on Thursday last. Dr.

Morris was called and
placing

it,

and

at last

lie

succeeded in

re-

accounts the patient

was doing well.

On Sunday last the

which,

he was

say, when

manner: “In

which,

more than the

to a

The

its youngest General, is Skobeleff,con-

street,

by the Street Commissioner

beleff
did not
not lose
lose a
a man.
man.
:leff did

Spring Chickens on Hand.
you want a square meal go
and try them.

It

Etc., Etc.

a depreciated paper currency,
we shall go back to a gold
will have to be settled, if not

The Goods^rejirst-class Breakfast 25

or whether

__

.

an

earnest

...o

w

els.

PRICES---ARE
LOW.
---

- -

—

and remains the popuEating House of Grand
Rapids.

Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.

tuted for

be relied upon.

CALLAND

Meals got up

SEE.

25 ots.

—

order any time,

A f\

A

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

ANNIS & BR0EK,

under the Supervisionof the Committee Gov. Robinson of New York has signed nest, and, presenting herself in the chancel,
--------hill allowing
allowing the
the Stevenson
Stevenson Steam
Steam CaCKiea
cackled mom
most eucrgcmiai'j.
energetically.The deacons
on Streets and Bridges. The bid of the bill
discovered
the
egg
when
they
went
forward
Pauels, Van Patten* Co., for the delivery canal boat company to try their plan of
of pine lumber to the city for $7.50 per M, steam towing on the Erie canal. The plan to get the box.
No. 86, Eighth Street.
was accepted. Mr. Cbas. Odell was ap- is U) lay a continuous rail on the berme
“Why you rascal,” said Dr. Radcliftc, 0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
pointed policeman for the remainder of bank of the canal from Buffalo to Albany.
the great physician, to a pavier who
DEALERS IN
A number of small tugboats will be built,
the fiscal year.
dunned him “do you pretend to be paid
from which arms will reach out to the
for such a piece of work? Why, you have Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
Fourth of July passed off remarkably
rail, and driving-wheels at the end of
spoiled my pavement, and then covered it
quiet. A rain shower in the morning
these arms will clasp the rail. The tugand Fancy Articles.
over with earth to hide your had work.”
dampened the ardor of the exnrsionista
boats will tow trains of canal boats the
Prescription* cnrefnlly prepared at «11 hour* of

to

and satisfaction guaranteed.

1870.

2,

-------

Drs.

Supper

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

VAN PUTTEN.

G.

Holland, Aug.

for0jgn missions the hen suddenly left her

Dinner 25

ets.

o

-

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

tsr

(retie,

is

lar

Groceries,

Khokand and now on the staff of basis,
mersion. The spot selected was at the the Grand Duke Nicholas.In the Kho- by a national election, at least by one
head of Black Lake, a little north of Pfau- kand war he made a night attack, with or two decisive State elections.”
gtiehl & Van Koo’s shingle mill, and drew 150 men, on a camp of several thousanc
A pious hen crawled into a Methodist
quite a crowd of curious ipectators.
of the enemy, cutting down every man
church in Jefferson City, Mo., a week ago
within the range of their swords. The
Sunday, and laid an egg in the contribuAt a session of the Common Council,
enemy fled, leaving forty dead and al tion-box. While the minister was making
on Tuesday evening, it was ordered to retheir camp material and baggage. Skoan earnest appeal to his congregationfor
pair the bridge crossing tannery creek, on

This

depreciated silver currency is to be substi-

Custer of the Russian army, and

<

GRAND RAPIDS.

Hats & Caps,

world.

great many, and very impressive—total im- queror of

Ninth

hi* stock of

why is it that women do not
come more to the front, and climb the ladThe Christian Union states the situation
der of fame?” “I suppose,” said she, ty^
very clearly when it says: “It begins to
ing knots in her handkerchief,“it’s on ac
look as though the question whether a

witnesseda christeningceremony by the

Comer Monroe an d Ionia

Dry Goods,

entire product of the

of noble achievement and undy-

count of their pull-backs.”

-

0

lUvlne pnccoededthe late firm of G. ^ an Patten
etand ana
and in
In me
the h**ame
& Co., at the same etanrt
une Ihimiicm
tn advertlie
AfivertlHfl through
throuffh the columns ol me
uie
wlxhve to

their pro- News

if taxed to the extent of

ductiveness, would yield 0,902.000 bales—

ing glory,

citizens of Holland

Wesleyan Methodists, which was new

and

-

if fully cultivated

-

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

G. Van Fatten.

has fifty wheat producing coun-

It has also 09.120,000 cotton yielding acres

Mr. Jacob De Frel, a farmer residing

’

---

-----

ious services will be held at the “Lake eign lands were John Adams, Jefferson,
Shore Tent,” located by Elder M. J . Clap- Monroe, Quincy Adams, Van Burcn, Fill-

Texas

1875. ' _
NEW FIRM! CROSBY’S
Holland, Mich. , November 5,

Gen. Grant is life first ex-president to cago for a tour of inspection of the posts

their pleasant and useful as-

HOLLAND, MION

wish to purchase.

brother the Lord’s Prayer,

-

Provisions, etc

invite the Public

id/ siderably mixed. In Asiatic Turkey the the other night, and, when she had said,
prevent the weeds from spreading the
Russiansseem to be getting the worst of “Give us this day our daily bread,” he
v^seeds

-

& Feed,

Flour

to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very larce and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who

--

-

m

Groceries,

RIVER STREET,

skin and bone, and is not expected to live

through this summer.

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Crockery,
Stoneware,

living, although she

authorities.By this act town-

usftl of our

I TNT

Clothing,

Mr. John Ruys, residing in the township
of Olive,

KOFFERS,

A &

Dry Goods,
Furnishing Goods,

setting up

trade, go

of

a compositor on the Montreal

was

the value of advertising.

Verbf.kk, P. M.

see a well assorted stock

DEALERS

an advertisement
Loois Smith, Unman Smith, Miller Nobler,
of a lost canary a few days ago. the bird
Miss Cora A. Lees, Ben De Vries, Jane
flew in at the office window. This shows
Witness

to

call at the store

ward Mr. Seligman.

List of letters remaining in the Post Of-

-LOW.

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

Found— on the sidewalk,near tills ofRobert H. Crittenden, a son of the late
Forty Jewish businessfirms of Cincinfice, a black lace scarf, and a gold pin at- J. J. Crittenden of Kentucky, yesterday
nati have resolved to withdraw their trade
tached. The owner can have the same received his commission as United States
from the house of A. T. Stewart* Co. on
by proving property and paying 50 cents Marshal for the District of Kentucky, in
account of Judge Hilton’s behavior tofor this notice.

VERY

If you wish

regiment.

—

—

GOODS,

GRAND RAPIDS.

IPRIQES

-

should he; I hate to see assigned to the Tenth Cavalry, a colored

crow over another.”

STRAW

the colored officer

fingers.

one

best assorted Stock of

HATS, CAPS and
U-tSw

T

E S

Gr

this year.

Lieutenant Flipper,
Just

R

-A.

Thursday-K. Traas, and one Mr. De

great stickler

perceiving two

Bakery. Has the

to Sears’

killed

cases of sunstroke occurred here

Weerd.

crows flying side by side, exclaimed,* Ay,

nail of the forefinger

and damaging some of the other

twenty skunks

has

Mr. Mot-

from the people of Holland.
•

fingers nipped in the stave factory

to

ley, to be erected on his grave, as a tribute

on Black River Highway bridge.

week, tearing of! the

Next€oor

Haves*, entertainmentcost the city of

Havdekblad, a leading Dutch paper,

proposesto erect a monument

£

fifty sweet

graduates this year*

addition is being built to the Art

STREET.

NO- 22

Vassar college sends out

commenced,and

this office.

made

their appearance on the market.

at their last session to

STAR HAT
STORE,
MONROE

-

-

Gallery of Mr. B. P. Higgins, opposite Boston just |4,200.

red raspberries have

It was resolved by the

can

.

heavy wheat crop j* anticipated.

a

seven are in commission.

all quarters

Inside.

be found, on the

------

-

-

-

until about noon, when

it

cleared off and

excursions were extensively participated
in until late in the

evening. The music

furnishedby Gee’s band, together with

were the only public
features of the day. Not even a national
salute was fired in the morning— for some
reason unknown to us.

the excursionboals

—

The

--

--

weather was oppessively hot on

Thursday

last,

_

same as locomotiveson land tow trains of

“Doctor,” said the pavier ‘‘mine is not

the only bad work the earth hides.”
“You dog, you,” said Dr. Radcliffe, “you
car9On Monday next the Allentown Rolling are a wit; you must he poor. Come in
Mill Company, Penn., will start ten fur- and you shall be paid."
-«•»' —
uacea and a puddle in the rail mill, which
The easiestand cheapestway we have
will give employment to about four hundred additionalmen. In the little mill of going to Chicago, is by the steamer
and about the premisesfive hundred men Fanny Shrlver, Capt. J. N.Upham, who
are now employed, and when the whole makes dally trips from and to Saugatuck,

during the greater part of

_

____

-

work the company’s
premises will resume the appearance of
the nineties.A terrifyingsquall came up
“the good old times.” If the worka run a
from the northwestduring the afternoon, month with nine hundred men employed
which blew a hurricaneby spells and tore between $30,000 and $40,000 will be paid
down several trees and fences. We shall
for wages.
not be surprisedto hear of more serious
A sad accident occurred on Mr. B. P.
accidents, as we only had a small touch of
Higgins’
premises,on 11th street. Two
it and its fury must have struck more heavy
of his children were playing under the
south of us. It finally settled into a quiet
clothes line on Tuesday last, when a sudrain which could not have been welcome

the day, the thermometer ranging

nine hundred get to

among

_

___

-

H. Van der Ploeg. At

Wabeke

and

We

-

W. &

t1«lrP»^ANN|9|u

H.

Of the neateet Btylc* and be»t qualities which
offer cheaperthan anybody else.

ELFERDINK’S

Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.

and leaves Harrington’sDock at 4 p. m.
and connects with the steamer for Chica-

__

go. The

fare is $2.25,

and

freight

is

cn our docks from Chicago as cheap

put

from Chicago

is

the

children, breaking the leg of the youngest

to

more and more popular.

miraculouslyescaped with their lives.

RIVER STREET,

d r

Holland. - - • Michigan
The above firm make a ipecUlty of cuitora work.
Guarantee sattafactlon.Their prlcea are low

“

philantrophy,sly will achieve it.

—

Repairing and at
S4.ly
BOOTS & SHOES
W. A H.

•

Van raalte.

BLPKRDINK.

No. 76, Eighth St.

-

and

o—

-

Tbl* Meat Market is in Slnlter’*Store, two door*
Eaat of L. T. Kantera’Book Store. We keep on
hand a choice aaaortment of fresh meats, and alto

keep

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing

E.

Now

for hundreds of years fhe has been . the
The commencementexercises or
of me
the ior uuourcu*
Several resolutions were adopted expresspublic school took place in Hope College bwk.r of the brigand Turk, -b® told. U
ing their regret at the suspension, and askVKI V/ highest
iisiaiav»ow
•• to topUe
--Chapel, on Friday evening last, too late the
merit
the
ing for the co-operation of the neighborChristian,
body and
and soul;
and
yet
she
has
to
nolice
in
our
last
week’s
issue.
The
Clirlsilan,
body
soul
;
and
yet
shehaa
to notice in our last week’s issue. The
ing Classes in the West and the Particular
her Christian Bible and missionarysocieSynod of Chicago, to bring about the call exhibition was a pronouncedsuccess, and ties/ So far as America is concerned, we
many pieces were spoken to the delight of
for an extra session of the General Synod,
have but one rival on earth, and that is
the parents in particular and the andience
in order to recall their resolution of susEngland. Shull we be fools enough to
pension. It is believed that the suspen- in general. Six graduatesfrom the high play into her bands? In our hard
sion will find little favor In the other school received their diplomas from the
for national life, we had but one
'iiewier uo
wt.» president of the Board, accompanied with
Classes; but whether
an ^irn
extra sesnuu
session will
friend lu Europe, and that was
be called of the General Synod, seems 1 some appropriate remarks. The examioaTo go against her now, In moral or
doubtful. We shall watch the proceedingsj tions and exhibition reflect great credit on
---

k.

Meat Market.

nations, not as civilizers, but ns

u.

College.

22

Ladle* and Children attoea and galtera.

Cassius M. Clay, in a letter to the Chi-

men and

NO.

as it

Saugatuck.This route
cheapestwe have and is becoming

is

one and hurting the other one about the plunderers. She meditates the supremacy
was presented from the Alumni head. Their cries brought them assist- of the world; and, if the world is weak
of Hope College, praying for early action ance, and revealed the fact that they had enough to be deluded by her pretenses of

of Hope

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

leaving Saugatuck for Holland at 8 a. m.,

solution

logical Department

Boots and Shoes

Invite onr Wends and the public generally to

give a. . .line o!

tills meeting a re-

in regard to the suspensionof the Theo-

DEALER IN

the day and ntght. Onr stock Is sll flrst-clsss, and
we offer It to the public cheap for cash.

cago Tribune, on the Eastern question,
den puff of wind turned over the line and says: “Spread out the map of the world,
to our farmers.
clothes and pulled down a heavy piece of and the color which marks the British IsOn Thursday last the Classisof Holland timber to which the line was fastened,
lands marks the strong posts for military
held an extra session to examine two throwing it with great Violence on ihe operations of all the earth. She subjects
Theological candidates—C.

j.l liiftiun

-

-

HEROLD,

Eighth Street,

Cm

else belonging to that line of
hnslneta. Full weights and good quality la our
standingrale.

Come and Give us
Holland, Feb.

Ladies,

24, 1877.

FOR SALE.

Gents,

Youth and

~
Russia.
*0“
HoLLA>n>» April 1*‘

____

XUm

physi

a

time.

deep interest, and report

from time

to

its

rrogress the management of the school and the
I

faithfulnessof its tutors.

'x

,he m',6‘ Unhe,,rd °f

ln-

Trial

o» Holland.

fight Misses
_______
Wear. _
efficient
TTTH PfYP

with

a

JOHN VAN DIN BERG.

1

Une

for

the

Holland, Jan.

1.

Whiter trade.

1878.

I

no^xn.

h

£

Q AT

P

VA OAiABh ^
g

him than

vx nnr.T mabtk.
mlMod from b»ll and aUir
A Joyfiil treble that had grown
Aa dear to me aa that grave tone
That tella the world my older care.

Jiuit

now

T

And littlefootatenaon the floor /
Were atayed. I laid axide tny pen,
Forget mv theme, and Hxtrned— then

•

'

dtolc noftly to the librarydoor.

No

night ! n
wind !— a moment Vi freak
Of fancy ihrilled my puteex through ;
'• If—
.md yet, that fancy drew
A father'eblood from heart and cheek.

.

»

no

•

mm

I found him ! There he lay,
Hurprtaed by -deep, caught In tne act,
Th ! roav vandal who had Hacked
Hi-i h.tle town, and thought It play, y

And then—

The ehatteredvaae ; the hrolcn Jar :
A match eUll «molderingon the floor
The inkatand'epurple p')ol of gore ;
'fhe chessmenHcatlered near and far.

the actual world abtut him, own white hands. And, as if ' to try his
THE NEZ PERCES INDIANS.
MEA817HKS.
he suffered acutely. But his aunt constancy,Miss Jane aided and abetted
* BY HELEN HUNT.
the best of comforters, for, wliile this scheme for her nephew’s fortune, Cause* of the Trouble In Idaho-The Indians
and Their Home-A Charming Spot.
was full of tender sympathy, she imd spoke but little of Ellen, never inI have a dainty cup of glars;
(From the San Francisco Chronicle.]
It is not graven by a line:
eminently practical, and with clear, viting her now to the house, so that GilThe Nez Perces Indians occupy a resIts beauty is its fragUenes«:
forcible words she made him realize bert was forced to seek her more and
A baby’a hand might crush it fine.
ervation uncommonly rich in timber,
fully how unworthy was the idol he had more in her own home, and found her
hunting, tilting and grazing lands, even
I
gave
a man to drink from It,
worshiped.
ever more lovely and winsome from the
for an Indian reserve, which is generally
One day, a draught of water cold.
With her own personal property she contrast with the idol he had proved to
He took It like a woman’* hand,
a small paradise, the choicest region
had also brought Gilberrs from their be clay. It was six months after the arIn reverent,loving,lingering’ hold.
owned by the Government. It contains
old home, and she took a house in New rival of Mrs. Gorham in her step-daughHe held It up in keen delight,
in the neighborhood of 746,651 acres,
York, where both soon felt at home, re- ters house, when Gilbert, returning
Gif'd on 11* texture r»rr and fine;
and is situated in. Idaho, between and
“ hiicb g as* aa ihlti.”he rapturous Held,
turning no more to Fern Nook. Then, from a drive with Ella, met his aunt in
embracing the Clearwater and Salmon
“Gives water ail the grace of wiue .H
with true practical kindness, she per- the hall, and, claspingher in a close emrjvers. The reservationis surrounded
Another
day, unoiher man
suaded Gilbert to allow her to buy
brace, whispered very softly:
by Indian tribes which cherish an ancient
Hat rating, <!ri king at my board:
a partnership in a light business, and
“Ella is mine ! Wish me joy 1”
In'o the dainty, j eerie**m*m.,
hatred of the Nez Perces, who a few
rouse him from his dreamy, sensitive
A peenet* wiue lor him I poured.
“From my heart,” she whispered years ago vanquishedthe encroaching
moods, to active, natural life.
back.
Sioux, and effectually kept at a respecti
Hr drank it at a swallow down;
He miffht have become soured and
Radiant with joy and hope, Gilbert, ful distance the Flatheads, Snakes or
With amotheiedwrath I wi-U-nigh burst
hard but for the love of this old maid, after changing his driving-dress,hurNor wim- nor gian* wa* aught to 1dm,
Shoshones, and the formidable Blackfeet
Ho that he qutntheri hi* boorifh thirst.
who had never before let him read the ried to the sitting-room,to tell Aunt
and Crows, not to mention other smaller
“Ah me !“ I *u!d, “ to him that hath,
tendernessof her heart. But while he Jane “ all about it” He had absolutely
tribes. One of the causes for hatred
*11 thing* on
arlh their tributebring;
suffered keenly his manhood developed, forgotten their guest, and it gave him
From him that hath not.earUi takes hu k,
given by the Nez Perces occurred many
and he was a stronger, better man for an unpleasant shock, when he found
And loavi * h.iu beggared, though a Aiug.”
Tears since. Those who have read Wash-Scribnerfor .hi If/.
his disappointment.
her, seated in a low chair, busied about
ington Irving’s entertaining narrative,
When Myra’s name ceased to be a tor- some wool work, that showed to great
“Bonneville’s Adventures,” will rememPITH AND POINT.
ture, Aunt Jane made herself kuown to advantage her tiny white hands, glitber the many narrow escapes the courold friends of her girlhood, and gath- tering with jeweled rings.
The silver question — “Can you lend
ageous Captain had from predatory bands
ered about her a pleasant social circle,
She rose to greet him, and then, to his of Indians in bis famous passage of the me a quarter ?”
where
soon a favorite. There embarrassedsurprise, one
------ Gilbert
---- ---- was
-----------she Cluopuu
clasped lit:!
her Indian country from the Missouri fronYoung ladies who want red cheeks
was no hint of the spinster’s hope when jeweled hands, aud, burstinginto tears
must
get them out-doors as the roses do.
tier
to
Astoria,
at
the
mouth
of
the
CohIia said
Hind miiptlv
“ Anv attention
atfantinnyou
vnu sobbed.
arvKK^/1
she
quietly,“Any
lumbia river, forty years or more ago.
Why
is a fender tike Westminster
can pay to Ella Rayburn will be very
“Oh, Gilbert, do not look at me so The Nez Perces were very friendlyto
Abbey?
Because it contains the ashes tf
pleasing to me, Gilbert Her mother coldly. I cannot bear it. I know I
Capt Bonneville’s command, and paid the grate.
has been my warmest friend in past deserve nothing from you but contempt,
them many graceful attentious. They ' Size does not always tell A watch
years, and we have renewed the old times but if you knew how sorely my mother
fed them when they were at the point
most pleasantly. If Ella is like her urged me, how importunate your grandticking can be heard further than a bed
of starvation, aud actually gave them ticking.
mother she is a pure, sweet, unselfish father was, you would forgive me. I
horses aud a guide when they resumed
woman.”
was insane with their persecutions, and their march across mountain aud plain,
The summer resort for babies — RockAnd Ella was like her motlier, and was I thought in my misery that I could
prairie and choFu . The neighboring awny. The jest for bad boys— Loug
soon taken into Aunt Jane’s close inti- still see you, aud perhaps— some day—
Branch.
tribes have nev- . forgiven the Nez
macy
when I was free again — I— I
”
A Chicago man, at the point of death,
Perces for aiding and abetting the enStill smarting under the past pain,
And here even her effrontery gave croaching march ol the white men, and was asked if a clergyman should be sent
Gilbert was merely attentive to his aunt’s out, and she only sobbed convulsively.
Hate them for it i<> this day, though for. “ No,” said he, “ send fora brandy
young friend, and not ye! realizing that Taken by surprise, every gentlemanly
cocktail”
the Nez Perces made themselves oba reality filling bis old ideal was near instinct urged Gilbert to comfort this
The pedagogue is the only person that
noxious in other ways. They were not
him.
woman so recklessly offering him what wanting in barbarity, aud could give les- keeps school this weather. 'And in winAnd while these old residents of Fern it was once his fondest hope to possess.
ter the bee-keeper is the only one who
Nook were quietly gathering up broken But his whole soul shrank from her, his sons in roasting captives at the stake, keeps swarm.
the
tcar-’em to-piecestrick, aud other
threads of life, to weave a more perfect manly, true heart was only outraged by
diversions. Of late years they have apA boy having been told “ that a repweb of content, Myra Gorham was eat- her unwomanly advances.
parently recovered from their weakness tile was an animal that creeps,” on being
ing out her heart in bitterness. Instead
Gravely he stood, looking down upon for the pale face and have made trouble
asked to name one, on examination day,
of an old, indulgent husband, readv to her as she shrank into the chair, sobbing
for the Government on various occa- promptly replied, “ A baby.”
humor every whim, to give her idola- and covering her face, and yet furtively
sions ; but, whatever diabolism they
Dare to do right.
trous devotion,she found herself tied to watching him.
Dure to l»o truo—
may
commit within their reservation,
a querulous invalid,who had been acKick at your mother-in-law
“Gilbert, speak one tender word to they are securely caged within its boundaIf uhe kick* at you.
customed to the unquestioning obedience me,” she implored ; “ say you do not utries and there is no fear of their escapand devotion of his daughter and grand- terly despise me. ”
An Eastern man, in writing to friends
ing, for to do so would be braving the
son, and who exacted a simihir care from
But he did. He sought for words to lion's jaws. They are surroundedby of his marriage in California, thus tersehis reluctant wile. In place of balls, convey his meaning kindly, and they
ly describes bis bride: “She has a bead
their enemies of yore. Ou the south are
concerts, and opera, the gay life of the would not come. Blushing like a boy,
as red as a woodpecker's,and owns sheep
the Banuaeks aud Shoshones; on the until you can’t rest. ”
metropolis,Mrs. Gorham found herself in his confusion and pain, he said,
east aud north, Banuaeks, Flatheads,
shut up in a country house, certainly gently :
An ingenious farmer planted a few
and Blackfeet ; wliile on the wooded
sufficientlyhandsome and well appointed
rows of potatoes zigzag, to bother the
I am very sorry, Mrs. Gorham”
prairies to the west, in WashingtonTerto meet the most fastidioustaste, but
bugs. These rows were just about
“ Jt used to be Myra,” she sobbed re-

and
was
she
was

;

Strewn leave*of album* lightlyprwwd
Thiv wicked “ Haby of the wood*
In fact, of half the houxctioid good*
Thin non and heir wan wlicd -poneeaecd.

i

Yet all in vain, for deep bad caught
The hand that reached, the feet that strayed
And fallen in that amhuiicado
The victorwae him»elf o’erwrought.

What though torn leavaa and tattered book
Htill IcBtifledhi* deep disgrace !
I stooped and klaaed the Inky face,
With its demure and calm outlook.
Then back I stole, and half beguiled
My guilt, in trust that when my sleep
Should come, there might be One wbo’d keep
An emial mercy for Hi* child.
-Harper* Magazinefor July.

MYRA’S MISTAKE.
Gilbert Gorham, at the age of 10, was
eft orphaned and destitute,and was
taken into the tender care of his loving
grandfather,and his Aunt Jane, a venerable spinster,whose severity was a
most wholesome restraint upon his grandfather’s extreme indulgence.Old Mr.
Gorham being a man of enormous wealth,
his grandson aud heir was the most favored of boys and youths, every whim of
his boyish and youthful fancy being
gratified as soon as expressed.
And so, when Gilbert bad attained the
age of 21, aud blushinglv announced his
undying love for Miss Myra Wilbur, the
belle of many watering places and seasons, aud some five years his senior, his
gramlfatheronly nodded and said :
“ Suit yourself, my boy ; suit yourSo a magnificentdiamond was slipped
Gilbert entered
into a fool’s paradise, blind to the lact
that he was the dupe of an accomplished
coquette,whose whole' hard nature was
incapable of the tithe of the love laid at
her feet.
For, being sensitive, poetical and
over-indulged,the boy made unto himself an idol, and, calling it Myra, worshiped it
And the actual Myra, being eminently
practical, worldly and mercenary, erected a gold idol of unlimited indulgence,
and, calling that Gilbert, worshipedit.
Mr. Gorham, although he was old ami
feeble, took a carriage and drove from
Fern Nook, the family country seat, into
PoolsviUe, the town honored by Miss
Wilbur’s presence, and made a formal

on Myra’s finger, and

call.

-

-

I

-

ritory, roam the Pigehous and Walla
beyond endurance to the woman proachfully.
Wallas. The reservationcontains enough for the cross-eyed bugs, who
miles away from her own friends, and
partook with feelings of profound grati“ True, but those were days that can
from 3,000 to 3,500 Nez Perces and an
coldly ignored by the friends of the Gor- never be recalled.”
tude.
equal number of whites. They are flue
hams, fully aware of her mercenary “You are cruel”
“I shouldn’t tike to be an oarsmau,”
specimens of the American Indian.
treachery.
“ I do not wish to be so, but I must Their physiognomy is marked by the said Jones. “ Why not ?” asked Greeu.
Yet she endured as patiently as possi- be frank with you. The past is dead
Roman nose— tlie infallible indicator of “ Because au oarsman has so many pullble, till the old man, pining for Jane Never can we revive that love that was
backs,” replied Joues; aud then the two
courage, resolution, and tribular intellilonely

!

and Gilbert, sickened and failed visibly. once so very trifling to you.”
It was when all hope was gone that
“No, no ; you wrong me. Alas for me
the young wife cautiously, but very it is my misfortune that I cannot conplainly, urged the necessity of making quer my love.”
a will. It seemed to her as if all the
“ But mine died when it was insulted
misery of life concentratedin the peev- and slighted.”
ish reply :
Here Gilbert drew a deep sigh of re“I have nothing to will All he lief at the appearance of Aunt Jane, enproperty belongs to Jane ! I only hold tering the room behind Myra’s chair.

After he was gone, Miss Wilbur, turn- a life lease in my late wife’s estate.”
ing to her mother, made a strange speech
“Jane !” gasped Myra, remembering
for a maiden just betrothed, for she the insulting terms in which she had
said :
intimatedto that spinsterthat she pre•‘After all, mamma, a rich widow is ferred to reign alone at Fern Nook
better than a rich wife, for she can spend
“Certainly! If Gilbert’s father had
the money then uncontrolled.”
lived he would have shared in the prop“Well, my dear?”
erty, but it all reverts to Gilbert if Jane
“I was only thinking that Gilbert dies unmarried.”
told me once be was entirely dependent
All Gilbert’s ? And might have been
upon his grandfather,having nothing of all hers.
his own while the old man lived.”
Myra felt too stmmed and miserable
“It would be well, then, to keep in even to ciy ! To think that all her base
the old gentleman’s favor.”
scheming, her feigned devotion had led
Evidently Myra was of that opinion. her only to this, the beggared widow of
She worked a pair of soft quilted slip- an old man.
pers for the aged feet, she s«nt flowers
But after the funeral was over Mrs.
aud little dainty dishes to Fern Nook for Gorham made a few discoveries. First,
dear Mr. Gorham, and she made her- all the deep black of her dress, with the
self a hundred-fold dearer to her infatu- tine white Hue of her widow’s cap, the
ated lover by her delicate attentions to somber crape aud soft snowy tarletan
his relative.
were most becoming to her brilhant
Business connected with the settle- blonde beauty. She studied her dress
ment of a claim of his grandfather's to its minute detail, aud when it was
against the Government called Gilbert perfect formed her new plans. In her
to Washington, early in the winter fol- late* husband’sdesk she* found $5,000
lowing his betrothal There was the which she appropriated, leaving Miss
usual pathetic porting, and, with assur- Jane and Gilbert, who came to the
ance of Myra’s undying love, the young funeral, to defray all expenses. She acman left Fern Nook.
cepted Miss Gorham’s offer of the use
After two months’ absence, when he of the house for a year, and when she
was preparing to return home, a tele- was left in possession unscrupulously
gram readied him
sold many small but valuable articles
Wait in New York to see mo. Will put up thsie^i ini
„ „ .
:

at the Grand

Mrs. Gorham did not hear her light step,
and sobbed :
“ Your love cannot be dead, Gilbert.
It will live again. Pity and forgive

me.”
“I both pity and forgive you,”

Jane Gobilui.
all strange experience this was the

Of
strangest His Aunt Jane leaving her
home to visit the metropolis! Gilbert
vainly tried to remember if ever she
had been absent from home before, and,
thoroughly bewildered, hurried to meet
her.

His first surprise was to find her gentle and kind, all the grim severity of her
lips

was tender as Mvra’s own.
“My boy,” she said, “I have news
for vou that will distress you, but liefore
I tell that I want you to listen attentively to some business details that were
never of any special interest to yon before. You have always supposed Fern
Nook and the wealth that sustains it to
he your grandfather’s.”
“ And are they not ?”
“ No, my dear, they are mine. Your
grandfather holds a life lease only of the
house and half the income. The property was all his wife’s and left to me,
with the lease, os I said, to my father
during life. While wo were all one
family and yon the heir, it was quite
unnecessaryto make any talk or any
fuss about the matter ; but now it is as

well to understand my rights and
yours.”

“Now?”
“Your grandfather,my dear, being, I
charitably believe, in his dotage, has
married — Myra Wilbur !”
It was a crushing blow. Gilbert
swayed to and fro in his chair, and then
fell insensible.

His ideal poetic life was more real to

said

Gilbert, very gently.

“But”“ But,” said Aunt Jane, in her hardest
tone, and with her face set in rigid
lines, “you forget, Mrs. Gorham, the
law does not permit a man to marry his
grandmother.
With a cry of rage, Mrs. Gorham
sprung to her feet, but somethingin the
cold, grave faces checked the torrent
of wrath upon her lips, and she left the
room.
The next day she terminated her
visit, and loftilydeclined an invitation,
sent three months later, to be present at
the wedding of Gilbert Gorham and his
gentle bride— Ella.

Russian Generals.

The enumeration of the Russian Generals in the followingextract from South-

poem, “The March to
Moscow,” may again be read and provoke a smile. Many of the same names
ey’s humorous

that figured in Bonaparte’s disastrous

campaign of 1812 are once more made

familiar to us by the dispatchesfrom the
East :
When the year was over, and Miss
There wan Forinazowand Jemalow.
And *11 the otter* that end In ow ;
Jane Gorham once more opened her house
MUodradovltchaud Jaladoviteh,
to her friends, she was mute with conAud Karatecho witch,
sternation when one day a carriage,
And all the other* that end in itch ;
Hchanischeff,Houchoaaueff,
heavily laden with baggage, drove up to
Aud Schcpaleff,
her door, from which alighted her fathAnd all the other* that end In eff
WaBBlttchiloff.Koatmaroff
er's widow, who threw herself into her
And Tchoglokoff,
arms, sobbing.
And all the others that end in off ;
“ Do not send me away. I am dying
Rajeffaky and Novereffaky,
And Rieffaky.
in the gloomy seclusion of my dear husAnd all the other* that end in eff*ky ;
band’s home. Let me stay with you 1”
And I'latoff ho played them off,
And Shouvaloff he ahovel’d them off,
She stayed, of course. Miss Jane’s oldAnd Markoff he markh them off,
fashioned notions of hospitality were too
And Krottanoffhe cross’d them off,
strong to permit her to turn a guest
And Tonchkoffhe tonch'd them off,
And Boroskoff he bored them off,
away, even if uninvited and unwelcome.
And Kutonnoffhe cat them off,
But she smiled grimly to see how GilAnd Parenkoff he pared them off,
And Worrontoffhe worried them off.
bert's fnoe fell at the announcementof
And Doctoroff he doctor'd them off,
the visitor.
And Rodlonoff he flogg’dthem off.
She is my father’s widow,” the spinA Child Asleep in a Tall Tree Top.
ster said gravely. “ So we must enaure

r

Central

manner gone. Her kiss upon his

X

;

gence-large eyes, an oval face

(fiat,

stolid,faces, wifcv pug noses, are rare

among

them), and high foreheads.In

stature they

are large and sym-

and are

athletic and proThey are
excellent equestrians, and are good
warriors. Their* dress in incongruous,
consisting of the Caucasian hat, shirt and
coat, and the Indian breechclout, leggings and moccasins. Their mode of
living is hunting, fishing and raising
vegetables, all the drudgery and meuial
labor beiug performed by the squaws,
in conformity with the recognized ancient Indian custom. The Nez Perces
tribe is divided and subdivided into
many ramifications, of one family each.
Everv family— cousins, brothers, parents,
grandparents,etc.— has a separatecamp,
governed by a imall chief. The Nez
Perces belonged to the Sahaptin family,
and called themselves Numepo. No better evidence of the progress of the Nez
Perces need be given than the fact that
school-books aud the New Testament
have been printed in their language.
The reservation lies in Nez Perces and
metrical,

ficient in acrobatic sports.

Shoshone counties, Idaho, Camas prairie,
a very rich and desirable expanse of
country, being the nucleus of the reservation. This well-knowntract is situated on the Salmon river, about sixty
miles south of Lewiston, and is about
fortv miles wide. In summer it is covered with vast herds of cattle, driven
there to fatten on its luxuriantherbage.
It is occupied by a few large ranches,
with an occasional small farm. Its
fertility of soil and excellenceas a cattle
range is attracting many settlersand it is
rapidly becoming settled. This is one
of the causes of the present outbreak, as
the Indians resent this intrusion.

to

buy

“My son,” said a mother to a tittle
boy 4 years old, “ who above all others
will you wish to see when you pass into
the spirit world ?” “ Goliah !” shouted
the child, with a joyous anticipation ;
“unless,” he quickly added, “there’s a
bigger feller there.”
came

“ I

out of the accident,” said he,

who do you think was the first
person I met?” “Who?” “Who but
“and

that eternal prize-package peddler who

had bored me 500 miles on the train, and
he was the only one aboard who wasn’t
hurt some way.”

A little miss, writing to her father
on the first day of her entrance at boarding-school, says: “ The first evening we
had prayers, and then singing and a passing round of bread, which I did not take,
because, not beiug confirmed, I bad uo
right to take communion. Aiterward I
learned that I had lost my supper.”

Max

Adisler says

: “We

observe in

the paper an item to the effect that a
mother in Maryland bit off her child’s
toe in her sleep. We have so often remonstrated with pothers against the
practice of sleepingwith their children’s

mouths tliat we have tittle
sympathy for this woman. Sooner or
later the eatastropheis sure to come.”
toes in their

A German enlisted in the regular
army was in the course of a few days
put on picket duty. His instructions
were, when anyone approached, to say,
“Who comes there?” three times, and
then shoot. Before long he perceived
man

approaching

till the

man came

he waited quietly
very near, and then
he suddenly brought his musket to his
shoulder and shouted : “ Who comes
here dree dimes ?” Bang
a

;

!

A Shrewd Young Tramp.
The tramp industry, tike other industries,seems to flourish because it
pays, as witness the two diaries of the
systematic Master Frank Labelle, or
Baylor, aged 17, originally of St James
parish, La., then of the wide, wide
world, aud now of the Albany Penitentiary, where he will remain for sixl
months. He is slight and effeminatein
appearance, and his lay was to work
lawyers' offices,asking for $2.70 with
which to get home to Maine. He wonted
to get copying, and, as the lawyers usually had no copying, neither any $2.70,
they would compromiseby giving him a
quarter or an order for a dinner, or
something of the sort. He always asked
for his benefactor’saddress, nominally
to return him the sum, but really to enter it in his diary, with the day of the
month and the amount of the donation.
This diary showed that, between December 7 and May 9, five months, he had
received $449.05, and during the last
week of that term $35.05. His best
day’s work was at Galveston, March 15,
when he took in $15.50. He says that
Galveston and Houston are the best and
moet generous places he has met with.
The names of his victims include railroad and steamboat officials, newspaper
men, United States Senators, bankers,

A very remarkable escape occurred
She was a most fascinating widow yesterday to a little nephew of Edward
when she appeared at the late dinner, Powers, boot and shoe dealer. The
in a thin, black dress, all jet and trim- child, who is 5 years old, was missing at
ming, with some knote of black ribbon 12 o’clock, when looked for at dinner
in her profusionof golden curls. Her time, but, after calling him, the family
color was softly tinted as ever, her blue ate dinner, and, the child not appearing,
eyes as babyish and winsome; vet when became alarmed and instituted a search
lier first evening was over she knew she throughout the neighborhood. His hat
had gained nothing in her effort to re- was found in the yard under some large
capture the heart she had thrown aside. maple trees. Nothing could be heard of
But she did not despair. She sang him until about 3 o’clock, when a girl
the old songs that Gilbert had once discoveredhim up in one of the limbs of
heard with rapture. She varied her a maple tree, forty feet from the ground,
dress with laces, ribbons flhd jewelry, asleep. The girl called him, but he did
till its pretense of mourning was a mere not awoke, and, the situation being dismockery. She put herself in Gilbert’s covered,his aunt prevented any noise lawyers and the like. — New, York
way with every dainty device of feminine being made until two boys climbed the World.
needle-work.She entreatedpermission tree and awoke him, and he got down
The attendanee at the Philadelphia
to prepare his favorite dishes with her safely.— /Jefroif Post.
Permanent Exhibition is very meager.

her for a time.”

youths shook hands, and went out
something.

•

_

A South Carolina resident came down
one of the mountains one day, lately,and
asked of the first man he met: “What’s

the news from the war?” “Oh,

it’s

booming right along,” said the stranger.

“Richmond keeps boldin’ her own,
quizzed the mountain man.
“Richmond!” yelled the stranger;

then ?”

“there isn’t any war in Richmond — it’s
on the Danube and around Batoum and
Erzeroum, and pointing on toward Constantinople. ” ‘ Oh, yaas, ” observed the
mountain man hesitatingly, “it’s drifted
’round to them ’ere places, has it ? And
as he passed on oronnd a cliff, the
amazed strangerheard that mountaineer
uttering to himself: “ I hain’t read the
papers much, lately, that’s so, and I
reckon I’m gittin’ a tittle behind on the
nevtB.''— Chicago Evening JoumaL
‘

The ElectoralCommissionRecords.
the Electoral
Commission no provisions was made for
a depositor of the records of the commission. They consequentlynow remain in the custody of the Secretary of
the commission,who is considerably
In drafting the bill for

embarrassed with their possession. The
law makes him responsible to no one,
and the official record of the Presidential
title might be destroyed at any hour
without responsibility.The Secretary
is a very worthy gentieman and would
be glad to be relieved of the custody of
such important documents,— Washington lorr< Sf.umitncc.

i

THE 'novelty THE ORIGINAL

The Sure Wltneaa”
“The nineteenthoenturv is the age of novOn the authority of the Carriage els,” remarks a literary historian—he might
Monthly, jnore injury is done to car- have adde 1 with equal troth, “ and novel imriages and wagons by greasing too much pokitions.”Studied politeness has been passed
than the reverse. Tallow is the best off on ns for native refinement, the forms of
lubricant for wood axles, and castor oil devotionfor its essence, and speculationfor
science, until we look askance at every saw
for iron. Lard and common grease ore person or thing, and to an assertion of merit,
apt to penetratethe hub, and work their invariably exclaim, “Prove it !’’ In brief, Satan
way out around the tenons of the spokes has made himselfso omnipresent,that we look
and spoil the wheel. For common wood for his cloven foot every where— even in a bottle
of modicine.Imagine a lady, having a comaxles, just enough grease should be applexion so sallow that you would deny her
plied to the spindle to give it a light claims to the Caucasian type if her features did
coating. To oil an iron axle, first wipe not conform to it, purchasing her first bottle of
clean with a cloth wet with turpentine, Uio Golden Medical Discovery. The one dollar
and then apply a few drops of castor oil u paid in the very identical manner in which
Mr. Taylor might be expected to purchase a
near the shoulder and end. One tea- lottery ticket after his experiencewith “No.
spoonful is enough for the four wheels. 104.163," with this difference, his doubt would
Carriages are sometimesoiled so much be the result of personalexperience, while hers
that their appearance is spoiled by hav- would be founded on what a certain practitioner (who has been a whole year trying to correct
ing the grease spatteredupon their varher refractory liver) has said concerningit At
nished surfaces. When they are washed home, she examines the bottle half auspiciousin that condition, the grease is sure to
r, taxes the
iy»
then probe transferred to the chamois from the proscribed dose more carefully, and then
wheel, and from thence on to the panels. ceeds to watch the result with as much anxiety

Greasing Axles.

«

Flora Temple in Her Old Age.

A

who

attended thereoent sale of yearlings at Chestnut Hill
farm, near Philadelphia,says there was
one box stall in the stable that was
passed carelessly by while the yearlings
were being exhibited, until a gentleman
casually remarked,“ what have you got
in there ?” The groom opened the door
and the visitors saw a poor-looking,
decrepit old mare with every bone in
her body standing out as if the flesh
was gradually wearing away, and eyes
sunken and bleared, all that was left of

the

letter writer

once-

famous Flora Temple,

the’

as a practitioner would count the pulse-beats of
a dying man. Bhe takes another dose, and another, and shows the bottle to her friends, telling them she “ feels better." Her skin loses its
bihobs tint, her eyes regain their luster, her aocu sunned energy returns, and the fact that she
purchases another bottle is a sure witness that
she has found the Golden MedicalDiscoveryto
be a reliable remedy for the disease indicated.
The lady wisely resolves that in future her estimate of auy medicine will be based upon a
pergonal biotcltdge of it* tfedg, and not upon
what some practitiouer (who always makes long
bills rhyme with pills) may say of
Dr.
Pierce is in receipt of letters from hundreds of
the largest wholesale and retell druggistsin the
Urn ted 8 teles stating that at tee present time
there is a greater demand for the Golden Medical Discovery and Purgative Pellets than ever
before. In affections of the liver and blood
they are unsurpassed.

strength

|

hitherto unequaled

A Confederate Colonel was introduced
to Gen. Grant at a receptionin London.
This gentleman, having taken Gen.
Grant’s hand, remarked : “General, it
is a long time since we met.” “ Have I
met you before ?” asked Grant, scrutinizing the Virginian’s face. “ Yes,” was
the reply, “and under very different
circumstances from these. It will be
fifteen years on the 3d of July next”
Grant’s eyes ranged round the room,
then over the ceiling, then they came
back illuminatedby memory, and he exclaimed, “ Vicksburg !” “ That was the
place, sir,” said the Colonel; “on the
heights I met yon, and stood by Pemberton when we surr^dered.”

or foreign

r.nv Woukr. Gblcari, IU.

•
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P"r ‘bur at home. Samp'.eaworth (I
*I>AU I row. STIXRQM\ Co., Portland, Main*
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AT 7*

; uruevr cimm gutrue uyiiawi ass pawirwaAlso, any CatholicBook. A large discounton order* for a down. State descriptionof artiola wanted,
and send price In currwney or pnstofflee older, to \V.

Uon.

F. StAUlHK, 433_W. 12th etreef, Chicago.

The Genuine “Vibrator” Threshers
ASS MAD* ONLY »V

WVLLBE

NICHOLS, SHEPARD A CO.,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
They, or any of their regular authorised Dealers, furnish til tut rated Pamphlets and Prioe-Usta,
and full parttoolart,lie*, on aDDUoaUon.
year to Agents. Outfi and a
5 Shot Cun /rrn. For terms adI drnss, J, Worth d- Co„ Sl.Lonii.tlo.

FloridaHomes

_____

PRESENTATION.
JAMBS BUBLL, - - PRB8IDBNT.
OAT

HOVISON'S PATENT

CLOVE-

FITTI

The Meet Elera
eatlenat oloee to

or nor* only Si
H'lhitd.Send sUmpe

acre*

o

A MEAT OFFER!!

NO

Bmuuup

T.

Information.
Chicago.

SMITS

St..

HEADACHE.

nents. or te let

Hfriandiofthif

SlVAUIOCOMI
tranownttmtendl

mure. did. Price, ovt.*

MKOURICSVID
CCNTtNNIAl
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HMrwatea:

XSS!
HE

—

OR

— _

For All Dtsranen Canned hy

Established35 Ye am. Always ouren Always

__

FTNTiAY &

BABBIH’S TOILET SOAP.

CO.,

‘‘

and get the Chicago Ledger tor one year. Tho
the most successful,in fact the only

Military Rewards in Italy.
successful,literary paper over published in tho
One of the most serious incumbrances West The above price is merely nominal for
upon the industries of Italy, as it is in all such a valuable paper. Address The ledger
other European countries, is its great Chicago, 111.
standing army, which numbers about
Informationworth thousands to those
four hundred thousand men. The pav
of the private soldier is somethingal- out of health. Self-help for weak and nervous
most beyond belief in its littleness,that sufferers. Facts for those who have been dosed,
drugged, and quacked. Tho new Health Jour
of the infantry{being but two cents, nal teachesall. Copies free. Address, Electric
while cavalry and artillery receive but Quarterly,Cincinnati, 0.

ToUrlau.! th* Bath.
artificialand

No

,

to

oortr common and
daleurtoui Ingmllanti. After ywutef
iclrntlficcx|icrim«nt
th. manufcctur.rol
B. T. BfbUWi Bat
Bttp ha* twrlrcted
ami now onrr*to th.

The Best Polish in the World.”

iagN

rUFWT TOILET SOAP

poblte The
Onlp lit vuria nftiuhti till mid in

the Werld.
iti mnuu/ietun.
In

wisti'nte lit
Sampl* box, roetalnleg8 rak« of 6 on. etch, i«ut fr*.
drew on m-tliil of IS ernt*. Aildmt

to

any nd-

Isk/Nksl/tCU

I work mu nelilp,
Btrength and diirahlllty.They recelvad the higheet WTlttrn award at tha Centennial Kipoeitkm.

will be given for Informatlon that will convict
any one
ndla harnesa as the Concord llnrnree thnt arc not mnde by un. Rxtra Induesmania offered. Bend for oisooUr* and price-lists.

ff\Cw

Indian Commissioner Smith reports

SIMMONS’ LIVER

Red River
of the North and its tributaries, and at
the heavy tide of immigrationthat is
setting in on both sides of the boundary
line between Minnesota and Manitoba.
He thinks this section one of the finest
wheat-growing countries in the world,
and says that it will soon be occupied
by a large and thriving population.—
New York Tribune.
the country bordering on the

For al! Disease* of tho Liver, Stomichand Splsen.

mules, and have 682, 000 acres of inclosed
pasturage.In 1870 the statistics showed
that the State contained 424,504 horses,
61,322 mules and asses,’ 428,048 milch
cows, 132,409 oxen, 2,933,045 other cattle ; or, for all the owners in the State,
only 2,469,000 more than are now owned
by ten men alone.

Headache. Mouth Tastes

_

• badly, poor APPETITE, and
TOnoue Coated jou are aufferlog from Tonrn> Liver, or
** BiLioi'HSKU,"
and nothing
will euro you so speedily and
permanently.
The Liver, the Isnreet organ
In the body, is generally the eeat
of the disease, and If not Reou-

Vrartlne

la

Hold by All Drngglsta.

1,100

(Jigar Ligetek.
A Ijoht for a ClOAR,
Cioarkitkor Pipe can bo
obtainedat any time. No Blatcbro Required.
For sals by GEO. E. MARSHALL A CO.,...
161 Madloou Mt.. Chicago, HI.

Th# attentionof Advertiser*k called tooor
Ww>k
eekly newspaper*.

$i.6o
gMOBLERQ*

-

LRTICLJEB.
$1.00

One Dollar each.

JAMES

™

R.

Send for catalogue.

OSGOOD

BOSTON,

& CO,

HAM.

$1.00 _____

SIMEONS’ LIVER REGULATOR.

81eer*Buttons given with each half do*. Keep’s hbfrt*
are delivered FRBH on receipt of price

mawutacturkdonly ax

ZEILIN &CO.y
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

?rtoo

8I.OO. Bold

by all Druffdau.

Mrs. John Bohler of Jalapa, wife of
the borough Supervisor, was breaking
eggs' into a crock, and when slie opened SWEET HAVY
TOBAOOO
one she foimd a small, perfect egg, al
most as large as a robin’s egg, and,
with a speckled shell, imbedded in the the but tobaccoever made, ask your groeer for thb. and
yelk. This little egg containeda partially
Send forsampleto C. A. JACKSON * COn
developed, perfectly formed snake.— her*.
AlaanfacturermFetrrehurg, Va.
PotUvUle (Pa.) Chronicle.
A DAY MURE made by

Heat Free to any addreea no sump required.
Heal directly with tbe Manufacturer end get Bottom
Keeo MenofaMuring Co ‘I <1.1 te».r.-»-R» H v

A 3-Gent Pocket-Book!
Any agent 'or canvasser,.or any pereon who has ever
canvassedor acted u saUraan. or any idle pereon out of

7£?7AaS3

JACKSON'S BEST

C'O. offer* iRnrctt Iwly of Rood land* in
at Inwert pricoa and hert term*.
No extra charge for eats, trade-marks,unusual disPlenty of Gov't land*
for Homwtead*.
play. or advertisementsInserted across two or nmn ooL
For copy
uraua; only Oeenty+U cuts ere required for the whole
NT FAD,” addrew,
Commissioner, number of newspapers.Onto should not be over two
K. P. Rtr., Halitia,Kansas.
and oae-etghthinene* la width.

KANBAN

$i0to$25

CUTS AND ELECTROTYPES.

PKEE
of HANNAH PACIFIC HOHIa
Land

THE SUN.

AN INTERESTING STATEMENT.
To

lebbookby simply sending a thre^cent

1877.

NEW YORK.

1877.

TEX Bun continues to be the strenuous advocateof
reform and retrenchment,and tit the substitutionot
wateau.
tatumanehlp. wisdom “Sd’
« imirit
In tbe admin litrmtlon of public
iinliedlitT end fraud in
t of the
" peopleby
affaire. It oontonds
contend*fortheguvemmentp*
for th*
ed to government
tbe peopleand tor tbe people, a* opposed
of votes,
by
frauds In tbe beUot-uoxand In the counting
oou
byfi
Itiendeavor*to upply lia
enforcedby military violence.It
leaders— a
a body now not far from a million of souls—with
__________ carefoLcomplete and truatworthyaccountsof
the
current events, and employs for this purpose a numerous
end carefully selected suff of reporter* and correspond-

to?

XJZME

aead aa advertisingorder to l.lOO newroapere

‘sswa:

would ooet neariy aa much: lb# labor c __
drereing 1.100 envelope* U conaMerebla; to writ*
l.lOO orders would be a great Uek; to print them
would cost something.Oar prise for a fire-lineedverUMtamri in toe whole l.lOO paper*,op* weak, la
843.76, or leas thaa tbe eoet of postageand atattooery.

NOTICES IN NEWM COLUMNS.
To have an advertisementset up in

the form of read*
Ing matter,and inaertodin the newsoiluruns of new*-

which no ot
other vspepec or Uete of
Manafaeto-rare
---and'mwrchanto dreirtng^^Sffa^
- _
scriptinn «.f thalr ware* or eatedlshmenU
tnenU will find thl*
plan very satriceabto.By pablishinga series of brief
notice*, they can toon make the merits of tbete goods
familiarto tbepe^il*of the regions in which these
--

-----

i

--

JSSSSte'ffi p*pm“*

serve and enjoy tha hatredof tboaa who thrive by plundering the Treasuryor by usurping what the law does not
give theoi. while it endeavor* to merit tbe confidenceof

GSEW1M

Agents selling our Chromoe,
Ciayima,Pictureand Chro

Aa advertisementoccuprtnc the space of One Inch
Will be insertedMe week in MOOnewspeper* tor
187 JMI-or lee* than tight tuts per newspaper.

stetiooery
«

J. H.

_

SLW.

$1.00

Can be finished aa easy as hamming a Handkerchief.
Tbe very bast, six for 9 JM).
Keep’s Custom 8hlrt*-made to measure,

off

MARVELOUN CHEAPNESS.

Osgood’s Heliotype Engravings.
The choice* household ornament t. Price

list

Bend for a Catalogue.

eosos.

Another Astonlsher.

The lower lip of a baby starts in first
and gets through with its part of the
cry before the upper lip can get up its

Tyler street,/

for

Reynolds, a little 5-year-old son of Dr.
Best of Millersburg,has a wonderful gift
for mathematics. He can add, subtract,
multiply and divide with accuracy, and
has never received instructionin either.
If you put a question to him he will bow
his head as if in deep thought, and then
give you the answer. If incorrect, he
.
will do the same thing over again until
he gets the answer correct.— Part’d (Ay.)

Texas Cattle.
The Texas cattle-breedersalone own
1,025,000 cattle, besides horses and

r

14

Boston,April, 1876. {
H. R Brrvr.Na:
De ir Kir- We feel that the childrenIn our Home hava
been greatly benefited by the VKUKTINK you have *o
kindly given us Intro time to time, especiallytnueo
troubledwith the Kcrofula.
With respect, Mua. N. WORMELL. Matron.

MATCHLESS

EFFECTUAL SPECIFIC
COJfBTIFAJIOH, HaXDACHB,
PUS IS THE 8HOULDZBS,Dl£»
ziKKsn, Souh Stomach, bsd
teste in the Mouth. Bilious
Attacks, PaLriTATiosof the
Heart, Pais In the regionof
the KlDSETS, Dr.SPOKDF.HCT,
OliOOM and foreboding*of evii^
all of which are the offspring of
a dUeaaed Livkii.
IF you feel DULL, DROWiT,
Debilitated,have frequent

Boston Home,

ELASTIC TRUSS

character and responsibility.Eminent
physicianscommend It as the most

HILL & CO.

GOOD FOE THE OHHDBEN.

MaW

qulrodthe light of Chemical Dticoveryto enable man to
mptoduoe them from their elements, as tha Seltxar
Tu.Pad illffprinr fmm »U rtttrs.U water has been reproduced In
up-ih.p*, vlib it'll Adjunlos Ball
Tarrant’s EffervescentSeltzer Aperient
u moi.p.adapt* n«'ir U all pr.L
0. -f h— twal . whll' ih- bailie
the most effective combination of a pure tonic, a whote
a* -up presite* back te* insome laxative, a refreshingfebrifuge,and n powerful
testines lust ai a Denton anti-bilious sgent st present known. Tha Immediate
would with theflngerwt^s and permanent reliefthat it affordsin case* ot ebronio
IIkM |it***rr Iti. H.rnl i. h.td
constipation,
blllou.neaa, stomach I'ompUlnte,nervoua
•nd. rsdl*. I ear-. *-a.i. Ii !•
t*('i|i-'yd-r xud -wp
depreailon, fever, rheumatism, dro|>«y, piles, headache,
d.raM- *rd
hearthum and flatulency, hat become a proverb in every
CCOLFl»TOfW TW-J**' C'.. •A^rwhall,MlCf
civilised portionof to* AmericanContinent. Bold by
I

It la eminentlya Family Medicine : and
by being kept ready for Immediatereiort
will aave many an hour of •offering, and
many a dollar in time and doctor*' bills.
After Forty Year*’ trialIt la *UU receiving the moat unqualifiedt«*timnniala
of
It* virtuesfrom porson* of the highest

A Surprising Genius.

Citizen.

REGULATOR

J. R.

SELTZEB

per

that he was surprised at the fertility of

I Noiiegmililiie
I unleu they are
and Tradi-Marh. A liberal

CONCORD. N. H.
OroursgenU, Messrs. C. P. KIMBALL A OO., No*.
870 and 87$ Wabash avenue, Chicago.

ROANS.

A Future Great Wheat Region.

our game
II

Q|%
WMIKU
who

r%C>tAf

Addr

three cents each per day for their serThe Pond’s Extract Co. , 98 Maiden
vice. The salaries of officers, both miliLane.
N. Y., publish a nmall book free, telling
tary ami civil, are not moderate in their
what the people tiro Poud’a Extract for, beaideu
dimensions, that of the King, as headbeing good for pain.
The Finest Toned and Mont Jhirahte Slade.
ing the list, being. 16,500,000 francs, or
Nr»v StylrH. New Hole Siopa.
about $3,500,000
Cincinilofmann’H Hop Pills cure the Ague al once.
Warranted Five Yeera. Send for Price-lists.
nati Commercial.
vHITNEf & HOLMES ORGAN CO.. QUINCY. ILL
THitt

iMlXlTI

tnmprd with

HOLMES

&

O ff
CLOOo

A DAI CTO

II
I

STOVE POLISH
WHITNEY

ava

jUnriralUdfor the

ALL DRUUQ1ST8.

deotpUr.odon

$1, and fifteen cents for postage,

U

pa I Are made In oil atylM and of every
I fl Csldeacrlptloti,from tha light rat,
finest and moat elcgoat In ae* to th* heavlret end
atrongeat required for any kind of work; are an*

SOLD BY ALL MKDTnTNP.VKNDKR8.

Neic Orlrann, Prop's.

ry FOR SALK BY

CO

M

Mustang linifnent cures when nothing alee will

A Warranted Cure!
R.

that w* furnish. ftfSO per week In
your own town. You need, not be
sway from home over night. You can give your whola
lime to the work, or only your spare momenta. We hava
agent*who are making over AtiO per day st the bust- ,
nea*. All who engage st once can make m-ney fast A|
the present time numey cannot lie wade en easily and
rapidly at any other business. It ooels nothingto try tbe
busineM.Tenns
Outilt free. Addreea,at ooua,
H. HAf.f.KTT A
Portl.nd.Maine.

and

the glorioosoldMu.teng-the Beet and Cheapest
Liniment in siistence. 26 cent* a bottle. Tha

Mala rial

by any one. of eitherNX, in any
partof the country,who la willing
to work ftiMiillyat the implement

$777

ready. Always handy. Has never yet failed.Thirty
milHom hat* I find it. The whole world approvee

Polnonhigof the Blood.

Gr.

Imitations.

FOR MAN AND BEAST.

Tojxrio.

Pills to be the mildest

af

n«t easily eeineiiin thee* time*
but it can l*e mail* in Utroe months

MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.

M

m

FEVER

WARE

le

.Ajx.tl-JP©rtocU.o•

years’ experience proves the

tlio

GOOD OLD
STAND-BY.

WILHOFT’?

complaints, nervousness, fevers and diseases
of digestion. Bold everywhere; price 25 cents
per box .Bend for almanacs. Graefenberg Co.,

is

lot

every wounded, ruptaied.

Separator

The Acknnwledgeit Head
HenS and Freni

APPROVED CLAIMS

complete cure of headache, biliousness, liver

Send

Mo

Imlrablecleaning, no waatage,cleanllneea, economy In
repaln,durability,eea* of management,and_ a^ general
superiority In variou*other reepeota, la now (ally eetah
liahod and generally reoogniied..

AVD

Bentley,Draggi-ts,Washington, D. C.

__

NO PAY,

or

“ Vlbrafer”
"alone," made at.
preaely for Steam Power, and to match to ani and aU
other make of Bnginee.alio,perfectly adapted to go jrttta
any and all other make of Horee- Power*. Four »Uee,
rangingfrom M to W-Inch lengthof Cylinder, and II to
dB-lnobaa width of Separatingparta.

ASSETS, $4,827,176.52
SURPLUS, $820,000
EVERY APPROVED FORM OF POLICY
ISSUED ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS

a bottle, six bottles, $5. Sold by all druggists. Bend for circularto Helphenstine <fc

York

O.

Separator.

|<1

New

Worh,

REVOLVES FREE!

Workmamhlp, Elegant Flnlah, complete In eren detail, par* ml
CL Tw
and In all recpecU a At companion for ear celebrated

of the manufacturers.

and most effective medicine ever known for

beet
uunple/ree.

Improred 'Triple Gear" and Improtad "Rpur Speod**
WoodWy •tylei,both Linda mounted ooAwbaala, and Addreee J. Bown A Son, 1M Site Wood-it, PitUbv rg>a.
apadalalzM mad* (or A 1, 10 or U Hotaaa.
Ma-lu hr 17 A front* in Jnn.77 with
Camplrto8te*Bi-P«werOatStat oqr unrivatad
|%lN«q M uiyliii'.'wurllrlr*.
Saiuplcafrcu.
wP
w
Addroa* C. M. Aiaia/uN, Ck^vgv,

onr

Good Breakfastor Tea,
you have often to make robs, biscuit and such
delicacies,in about ton minutes. It's easy and
certain with Dooley’s Yeast Powdbb, the best
of them all. Troubledhousewife,here is one
cause of your annoyancesswept away. Full
weight and the best material are the watchword

Thirty

one

;

JAY BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.

Addreea

Foi* a

Ledger

motion.

RM

•elllngarticle*in the world

OOMIiTIWO or

Two

NITEO STAT

ousness, be entirelyremoved. Regularity of
the bowels,active biliary secretion, the expulsion of impuritiesfrom the blood thraugh the
kidneys,are also among the beneficent effects
ot this admirable restorative.

GraefenbergVegetable

nr*

(

save vourself from positive disease ; for, be assured that the languor and loss of strength and
appetite which troubles you is in fact the precursor of some malady of, perhaps,a serious
nature. Appetite, tranquillity of the nervous
system,and pristine vigor, will assuredlyherestored if the Bitters are used systematically,
and the Alimentarydisturbance, which in nine
cases out of ten gives rise to debility and nerv-

Mr. P.
reformer
was in Detroit a valet, whom he had
discharged years before for drunkenness,
solicited a re-engagement. Said Mr.
Barnum: “Bob, if you will join the
Red Ribbon men, and at the expiration
of three months give me proof that you
have kept the pledge, I will tak*e you
back in my service, give your wife a good
situation in my family, and enter into a
written contract to employ you both as
long as I live.” The grateful fellow
eagerlv promised to sign the pledge, and
started homeward to tell his wife the

happy turn

home

[manufacture.

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
Barnum and Bob.
T. Barnum is a temperance “Dur&ng's Rheumatic Remedy," the great
Medicine, will positively cure any case
on a small scale. When he Internal
of rheumatismon the face of the earth. Price,

story of his

tJK?

by any Toilet Soap

queen of the trotting turf. Flora came
Revive the Drooping Energfe*
to Mr. Welch’s in October, 1864, and
When the physical energies droop, revive
since that time has had three foals. The
old mare is now 32 years of age and will them with that safest and most active of tonics,
Hoetetter's Stomach Bitters. By a timely use
soon pass away.
of this salutary and agreeable medicinemen will

They Had Met Before.

E

quired popularity

of

IT.

$66 g Irt KVv'ujte, ZXZSHZ

which has ac-

tide,

INSURANCE COMPANY,

it

VI

this luxurious ar-
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TO HAKF.

talabl*. Cut:,

Drum
C V Ilk V C n Wrurr

“VIBRATOR”

|Uar fascinations of

HOW

VOSOF. .t CO., St. Loti*. Ma
A DAY at bom*. AimnUwnntad. Ontm
tflnna fm. TRUK * OO.. Auruta. MaUia.

(PAdXlaml

$12

fume are the pecu-

caMre

AOnaDwy.

per-

of its

k In ronr own town. * nm* an-l *.1 ontm
IL IIALLRTTA OO., Portend. Mun*

$66

GENUINE

exceptional

land

AND ONLY

---

files

§mmr
m.; IU Bast

Tbe price of the Dally 8U¥to ‘SS cento a month, or
NOJMj a year, postpaid ; or, with tha Sunday edition .

-Maize
-

Soap!Maize Flour Toilet SoaplMaize Flour Toilet Soap!Flour Toilet

The j^uiidiy"editionalone, aight paces,8 1.80

year.

a

Hbre^oolomna
SreciALNones.— In order to Introduce The Bun

WEEKLY

A great discovery 1-eneweoapcompound! It eoothaa. more widely to the imbUe. we will tend THE
ifteoa and whitens the skin, bu wonderful beaUng sad
edition for tbe remainder pf the year, to Jan. L 1**.

-""3SS2SS

postpaid, for

Half a Dollar. Try It

Addrrea

THE

NUN, N. Y.

tit

J.

street,Nt.

W

l->r

Catalogue,’

addrew

becond

Bcformitory Infiuonoa of Husic.

A

reporter of the Chronicle who recently

Goto

H. WijkbirseL

E. J.

HARRINGTON’S

the IndustrialSchool was very

visited

much impressed by what he saw

and
LAmi to'Li.m

learned there concerning not only the

M

liliuh

V-

Cheap Cash
Store
FOE;

taming, but the reforming and refining
influence of a “concord of sweet sounds.”

Attached to the institution is a music
teacher

who

has at all times in active

number of

training a

boys,

who

perform

on the various instruments that make up
a brass band. This teacher who is an

BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, BOOTS

in-

S,

telligent German, and to all appearances
an able instructor,testifiesto the wonder-

SHOES AND GROCERIES.,

ful efficacy of music in softening the
rugged natures of the boys who are sent
to the school, usually because they are un-

He

controllable by parents or guardians.

says he has noticed the singular fact that

boys whose

was

aversion to learning

so

great that they could not or would not
acquire even

a knowledge of

their *‘a b,

A Fine

Offers hi* service* a* such to tho public and wtl!
guaranteehi* work for moderate charve*. Having
been engaged for aome time pa*t for Me Mr*. .Jo*1Id
Broymnn, ha* now *tartcdfor hhieelf In the
store of Mr. J. ALBEBS. at

No. 52, Eighth Street.

or

piece of

music. This seemed to him like a phenomenal phase, and he can only account
for it on the ground that a love of music'
is inherent in the average bad boy. He
has usually in training a band of twenty
pieces, but he says that this number he
could easily augment at any time to two,

CALL

Holland, Mich.,

taste for

some musical instrument. The

greatest {rpuble be has yet encounteredin

itMt
NO.

- -

70,

EIGHTH STREET.

Paints

and

for

School

the Industrial

of

to profitable account.—

&n

Fran-

cleco Chronicle.

When the Temperanoe Apcitlei
Whit shall wa Say?

the National Division of the Sons of

Tem-

the City of Detroit a few days ago,

a

which was published in
the Detroit Tribune, from which we clip
Hie following: “Lewis Wagner devoted
full account of

considerable space in an address to an ex-

I,

Planing

My

Mill.

In re-building our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,

Of

and

State,

ind we are confident we can
want

worked

to

A

satisfy all whe

Or Re-Sawing Done.

the serious injury of the Sons

of Temperauce. He

WE HAVE

says reform clubs

have been organizedwithout auy financial

VANDERVKEN.

IDIR/Y"

A

am

Spring Goods.

Stock

Complete,

is

STEAM

KILlsT

large stock of well selected Wall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at

I

From the cheapest to the finest WALNt'TCASKKTS In the market, and cheaper than iu any
other place.
o—-1— -

S.

the applause increases until the audience

becomes crazy— and right here
Drunkards are not looked

it ends.

after, so far as

advice is concerned,nor are they provided

with work. The hard cases return to
their cups, and others are puffed up with
pride as they are petted and spoiled with
flattery. This

may

M. D.

appear like harsh lan-

guage to you, but they are my honest convictions. I am not jealous of any order or
organizationengaged in this work who

mean business, and will help them with
time and means, but this kind of work is
doing more barm than good.”
Torkey’i Contributionto Amaricin

The largestsingle contract ever taken

o

foicij’n

m

HOW LOST, HOW

Jn*t pnblished.a now edition of
Dr. Cnlvenrell’iCelebrated Essay on
the radicalcare (w ithout medicine)
of SpermntorruMi
or Seminal Weak-

ness, Involnntarv Seminal Losses. Impotenry,
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impedimentsio
Marriage,etc.; also. Consnmptlon, Epilepsy ami
fits. Induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance,&c.

nation

in

is the

one given to the Providence
Tool Company by the Turkish government. The tool company were three years
in preparing to begin the work upon the
$17,000,000

contract, and now employ 2,500 men,

who

Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of Internal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of core at once
simple, certain, and effect nal, by means of which
everysnfferer.nomatter what his conditiontnav
be, may care himselfcheaply, privately, and ra>/l
colly.
|3r“ This Lecture should he In the hands of
every yonth and every man In the land.

Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope,toanv adturn out 200,000 per year, or COO finished dress, pott-pald, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
guns in a day. These guns are the Mar-l Address the Publishers,
tini Henry rifle. One of the side busi-

h

nesses of magnitude which has grown
principally out of this contract la that of
the Excelsior Box Company of Providence, of which James A. L. Amoreux of
this city and South Hadley Falls is treasurer. The Excelsior Box Company are

11

A&&

CPEEWELL
3t

,

HEM

CO.,

O

day the fourth day of June. In the year
one thousand eight nuidrcd and seventy-seven.
Present: Samuil L. Ta-e, Judge of Probate.
In the mailer of the estate of Josephine L.
Boyes, deceased.
of

with

ncatnc«

three successive
hearing.
for

weeks previous

17-lw

J.

Holland. September

—

•

The best COUGH

SIP.

Proprietors.

CANDY

COUGH

—

Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN

Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

sale in

in use— For
New York for

the past 30 years, but

new in

this Slate.

For Sale bylhc

pound

or ounce.

Musty,

Station:?

d

Portable

Epos,

SHAFTING,
Msg

PEASANT TO

TRY

New Machinery,

CANDY

ETC.,

TAKE.

IT.

N. B.— Dealers sup

plied at wholesale
rales at the

No* Work, Sav Arbors, Shafting,

City

FULLEYS, ETC,

Wl

TATE,

Judge of Probate.

Walsh's Cough Candy.

Mil III
GLARE A GCOLBICE,

said duy of

FLIEMAN.

1875.

1,

all

Wb

to

A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L.

dispatch.

Drug Store.

48-6mo

Mr. Cln.k having had fourteen years of experience in setting up and repairing Engine*.Boilers,
putting in Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-building
for steam, i as and water, we will try and give putisfactionto all that give ns u call.

BOOKBINDING!

The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being nt
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, ut Holland, nt whoso
store,on River street,all job work for binding cun
left. 1 have parahased a now and completeline
STATE OF MICHIGAN, the CircuitCourt for be
of tools and stock and will furnish firat-class work.
the County of Ot fawn, in Chancery. At a sesA. CLOETINGII.
sion of said court, held at the Court House iu
Muskegon,Sept. 3 1875.
the City of Grand Haven, in said county, on the

CLARK & GUODRICK.

Holland, Mich.. May

17.

1877.

1!Hy

Order of Publication.

2nd day of June. A 1). 1877. Present, Hon. Dan
J. Arnold, Circuit Judge. Nnrah £. Wilson, Com
nlninaut w. -lame* C. Wilson. Defendant.
Upon due proof by affidavit,that James C.
Wilson, the defendantIn the above entitled cause,
pending in thi- court, resides out of the said State
of Michigan,nnd in Canada,on motion of William
N. Angel. So'icitotfor Complainant,Ordered, that
the said defendant do appear and answer the bill
Has removed his business to
of complainttiled In said cause, by the Eighteenth
day of September. A. I). 1877, else the sain hill of
complaintshall be taken as confessed by him; and
further that this order be published, within twenty
Street,
days from its date. In the Holland City News, a
newspaper printed and published In said County of
Will be pleased to see all bis old friends nnd cusOttawa, and be published therein once In each week, tomers that require anythingIn the clothing line.
f rslx weeks In succession; such publication, ho*, We make, cut and trim to order anything In our
ever, shall not bo necessaiy, in case a copy of thle lino according to the latest styles, and for the loworder be served on the said defendant personally,
est possible prices.
nt least twenty days before the time herein prescribed for his appearance.
DAN J. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
Examined, countersignednnd entered by me.
TRIAL.
A. A. Tract, ReoUter.
A true Copy ot the original,on file In said cause.
I. PAlfred A. Tract, Regleter.

I. F.

THIBOUT,

MERCHANT TAILOR

GRAND RAPIDS MICH
70 Monroe

Repairing Neatly Done

All Kinds of Spectacles.
Stall

Mae

ot Gold

Peas*

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March

*4,

1877.

GIVE US A

5.18

Attest:

THIBOUT.

1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877

6— ly.

Millinery | Fancy Goods,

SRAAM CROCKERY!

busy making 20,000 boxes per year
Hm opened up a new
^:ou
tor the Too! Company in which to ship
their guns to Turkey. Each box Is made
From and after this date, 1
to hold twenty of the guns, and with such
intend to devote to this line ol
accuracy are the groove pieces for the InNear the corner of
terior of the boxes made that they do not
trade the necessary attention,
allow a play of even one-two hundredth
and will keen op
a compart of an Inch of the arms, when packed
with the muzzle-tip and shoulder-piece
plete stock of
Granite
resting in the grooves. No other precauand C. C. Ware.
tion Is needed or used in packing the guns
for shipment to Turkey. The machinery for
liberal
to
As cheap u
the manufacture of these boxes was pe
those who buy sets or in large
fectep in inventionfor the purpose. The
company have still two years in which to
quantities.
complete the number of these boxes that
Yellow
they contractedto make; by which time, Call and See
tyade to
also, the Tool Company will have comWare in large supplies.
your own advantage.
pleted their immense contract with the
G. J. vAARWERtf .
Turkish government.—
{Matt)
P. BRAAM.
Union,
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1877. 10-4w
Holland, Mlch.,8epl. 10 1875.

A

now

LADIES’

Meat Market,

RIVER k TENTH STREETS.

& Sett Meats

ANYWHERE

and

tT

ol Ottawa. **:
At a session of the Probate Court of the Countv
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office. In the
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Mon-

Nrr York; Post Office Box. 4536.

PETER

Fresh

Probate Order.

etc.

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
All Work Warranted.

Setting up

Joslin&Breyman,

Silver Ware,

VAN ZOKKEN.

STATE OF MICHIGAN. Conntv

Having rented the machine shopjandpower, owned
by Win. H. Doming, of this place, we are
preparedto repair all kinds of

REIDSEMA.

mm-

J.

1P7H.

Mtlate Ms ITf

18T7,

30,

HOW Ann.

HT

Industry.

this country from

following described Lot* In the Oltv of
Holland, Twill *ell at the following price*:
Lot ft, Block F, Lot 8. Block 0, We*t Addition?I7.'.
each; Lot 18. block 8, Lot rt. Block II, South West
Addition$175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 1. 5 A li In Block
25. a* organized plat near the *t. L. S. depot at
each, except Lots 1 A 2 which mv $3<M each.
Also 6 lot* West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small pavment down. Also
the following Lot* 't, 10. 11. 12. 13, and 14. in Block
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and Jin Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments do#n.
Apply to,

1

-

14.

W. BUTKAU,

On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
James G. Boyes, repiesentingthat said Josephine L. Boyes lately died in sold Countv of OttaAlso sole Agent for the
wa intestate,leaving estate In said County of Ot
tnwa to be administered, and prayingamong other
things, for the appointment of himself a< administrator thereof. ThereuponIt is ordered,that
Co. Tuesday the third day of July next, at one
o clock in the afWrnoon, be assigned for the
hearing of said petition nnd that the belts at law
BE3Srr>, JISTD.
of the s»ld deceased, and all other persons inThis wagon Is the best wagon in use In this State,
terested In said estate, are requiredto appear
and the onlv slope-spokedwagon mapnfac
at a session of said Court, then to be holden at
tnred. It Is a better wagon than the Jackthe Probate- Office, in Grand Haven. In said
son Wagon, and I will sell them jnst as
County, and show cause, if any there be. whv the
cheap, and give a written wnnanty
prayer of the petitioner should not be granted:
fur one year. Wagons of my
And it Is further ordered, that said petitioner give
own manufacture I will
notice to the personsinterested in said estate,of
sell for
the pendency of sold petition and the hearing
thereof by causing a copy of this order to he pul»Itshed In the “Holland City News.” a newspaper
printedand circulatediu said Courty of Ottawa,

Give me a call and see for
yourself, before you go else-

Holland, March

FOR SALE.

-

C O F FI FT S,

ceives round after round of applause, and

lond of approbation,others step up, and

Holland, July

Horse Shoeing a Speciality

always keep on hand a full stock of

Live Geese Feathers

hole. Human nature, being weak and rPHE

„ ..

.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

:

has a piece of red ribbon tied in his button-

The undersigned announce* to the Pnhtlc that
they have finlshedthelr new Meat-Market. and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meat* and Sausages. By promptness and fair

42-ly

Top or Open Buggies

General Blackamithing done

meet in and with
where.
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
no funds to pay hall rent. He said
WE SHALL MAKE A
I have watched this movement in IlliSPECIALITY.
nois and Michigan, and find it is born of
a Specialty.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
excitement, and not from a determination
to advance the cause of temperance.The Or anything In our line, manufactured on short
All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
notiee.
man called a moderate drinker, who is
kinds of Mattrasses.
H. W. YERBEEK & Co.
urged to sign, iu stepping up to do so reI WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
basis, without halls to

FIRST WARD.

SOUTH

dally receiving

NEW FURNITURE.

Planing, Matching,

claims to have discovered that it has

1870.

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Consisting of all kinds of

Mont Approved Pattern*;

the

the undersigned,

Hew

1876.

planationof bis opinion relative to the
Red Ribbon movement in this

share

TOTHE PUBLIC.

perance, was held in Young Men’s Hall,
iu

a

your Patronage.
J.

IPEECEISriX

differ,

The twenty-third Annual Convention of

2fl,

—

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haveikate &
Son's Hardware Store.

Harrington,Jr.
John Vaupkll.

E. J.

MANUFACTURER OF

Paint Brushes.

Hoi.laxd, Mich., July

THE

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
who wish to favor them with part ol their

J.FLIEMAN,

Holland, March 10. 1877. 4-0m

Hair and

All the leading Patent Medicine* In the market.
A lull Block of the very best Perfumery sold In
bottle or by measure.
J. 0. DOESBURG.

-IN’

TEAMING DONEON 9HORTNOTICE.

-

o

ami see and give us

Call

knowledge of music

acquiredwithin the walls of

-

ho strictlypure.

to

good and promising conduct
their

GIVE USA~ TRIAL.

Promptly Repaired.

Are *old a# cheap at this Drug Store as at any

the institutionseveral boys have been dis-

who have turned

GOOD TURNOUTS^ GUARANTEED.
The undersignedha* opened a hardware store In
the old stand of G. J. Haverknte. where he will
keep consuntly on hand a completestock of General Hardware,Stoves, Glass, Nall*. Farming Implement*.Carpenter'sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our line of businoas.

Oils

com- Trusses,
pletely reform dispositionsthat would
Chamois Skins,
otherwise be Incorrigibly bad. Since he
Counter, Cloth.
has held the position of music teacher at
charged

Fine horse* and heantlful carriage*.cntt*,r*. and
of vehicle* can always be obtained at out

Tinware very Neatly and

Medicines,

Wool.

all kind*

Drugs,

good conduct, the music possessingsuch other. Medicineswarrantedto
an influence for good over them as

BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL,

Cor. Eighth and Fi?h Streets,

Holland, Dec. 2,

as soon as his pupils become really proare ready for a discharge for

mu.

m

—

Lirerj, hit tiijoiri Slallt,

stable at reasonable rate*.

DOESBURG,

J. 0.

the formationof his bands is the fact that

ficient they

SEE.

Sept. 25. 1870.
11. WlJKHUIJSEN,

for

MEAT MARKET

II1''1"1

Hardware Store

J. Albers.

three or even four times as many, for he

very rarely finds a boy that has not a

&C

Sugar. Cash paid

USTEW

comparativelydifficult study

to read a tolerable hard score

Style of Dress Goods just received.

Great bargains in

abc,” took hold with evident relish of the

Mr. J. Alber* will attend to hi* Oldctc and Jew
of theoretical elry buaineu,and Mr. WIJkhalj*ontothe Watcnc*.
However, each of them will wait on the pub tc In
music, and in a very short space of time ab*eiice of the other. They have a large and beau
tlful stock of Clock* and Watches, which they offer
mastered the notes sufficientlyto be able for sale cheap.

New

line of

„

A

of

FURNISHING GOODS,

Suits,

hand
White

full lino

Infants Cloaks, Hats,

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols

and Zephyrs.

deduction

ELSE.

E.DUTTERICK & CO’S PATTERNS.

Rockingham and

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

eighth street

HOLLAND, MICH

